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PHOENIX rmmrnc - June 25, 1983 L
Los Angeles. California 1  

Valerie stansfield: Does everyone here have a copy of the Adnin Scale of _

the Phoenix? Raise your hand if you don't have a copy and someone will

pass it out to you. Keep your hand raised if you don't have a copy. "

(Some inaudible words..."in the mail"...'that's basically all we're

about.") M

Most of us are scientologists who believe that the tech works.

Usually Phoenix meetings are held at scmebody's home but due to the large

crowd today we're having it here - and we have to pay for the hall and

some other expenses so if you could leave a donation that would help us

-nu-1-nvqq-0n-n-@-uni‘-I-In\pu-ya-||_-@

defray the cost. Thank you very mach. I also want to point out that

there's a no smoking rule here. We're on the premises of a Unitarian _

Church and we want to respect that as well as we can. The lungs of ,
§
I

--1-u10O1-Iupnalfltqh-Ii-uuq1¥-w-0\§1-Ir-Ii-1-van-gs-*flnv-uuudll-II:-vauv-nquq-u-nu‘-|Htrunn-nun-can

anyone in the audimce who might not be quite up to handle that. There

also is a mailing list of the Phoenix, please do leave your phone number,

too, because it's often easier to call than write and we'll be able to

get in touch with you about future meetings. I would like to announce '

some evmts since this is a meeting of the Phoenix we didn't have our

meeting last week so we could have this one here today. cn July 3 we're =
F

faewbql;J%@x:; ;pq-up-quicy-..l._.»--uq-:'T:|-p-aq~.;._.-:

having a picnic and you're all invited. I think it costs $25 a couple

and you can pay for it over at the table on the side or when you arrive.

On July 6, there's going to be spiritual inspirational services at the

Revitalization Center which is ny center down the street at 7:30 p.m. and

you're all invited to that and I believe that the date is the 29th - it's

this coming Wednesday. We're going to be teaching people how to do

pleasure moment auditing so if you'd like to learn a very sinple

Itechnique to make people feel a little happier, come by the
--»
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Revitalization Center next Wednesday at night at 7:30. We'll get to try

it out on each other, too. I'd also like to tell you that I just flew in

from the mountains in Utah and uy nane is Valerie stansfield and I'm a

Class IX Auditor and.I know the tech works. (applause)  
-Flfliflivw-mama-—'.'~—'

Thank you. But I VHS standing there in the red rocks of Utah just

two days ago looking at them, and thinking about this meeting that was

coming and I renewed a reality which I've had before, I'm sure you have

had, too, which is that there's more theta than mest in this world.

(applause) so fran the viewpoint of infinity, which is the basic

l 

viewpoint that we all have, there is ARC and all contention will fall

away, but it has to be confronted first. At the last meeting, ah,

‘ 1scmebody mentioned Michael Flynn, the lawyer who's been involved with e 1 __=
1th ‘.law suits against the Church of Scientology, and somebody spoke up and E

said, ‘Well, you know Michael Flynn isn't really the kind of person that

-.-|uu|-q-1-awn--‘qua-qqsbupqn----..-.q,..1--¢_-a--.u----,-on---we

you think he is. He isn't really the evil, suppressive hater_gf human

spirit that he's been made out to be. Somebody says, what do you mean?

Well, you know he believes that he's a spiritual being. In fact, he

believes in reincarnation himself.

Well, this is an outpoint, it didn't make sense, so somebody else 1

spoke up and said, ‘Let's hear him for ourselves. Let's find out what he Q

has to say.‘ So we called him and invited him to come to L.A., and he
an»

<17,0-:4-.1-II-nu»-we»

was gracious enough to accept. I think that's all I have to say. Ch, "

there's one other thing I would say because it may get a little hot but

5

fa4.;-4_nu:;_%;xn-no“~~%‘#-In

he's got a lot to say. I want you to all be courteous, not everybody is A

going to like everything that he has to say and I may not like everything
 1he has to say. We're not asking you to agree but to listen, and to 1

1
Iunderstand, but be courteous if you're going to be speaking in the period

afterwards and asking questions. So, I think that you'd like to hear the -

.-___-2-22 2 — I‘ * I ll J
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man himself, here is Michael Flynn. (applause)  

Michael FIE: Yeah, I'm going to take my coat off. (Does so.)

(laughter) It's probably going to get hotter. (laughter)

what we're going to do today, is we're going to do sane confronting.

(Audience replies "good.") I'm going to give you people the opportunity

to get to know me a little bit, and maybe I'll get the opportunity to,

from your questions, to get to know you. (Audience: Can you adjust that

microphone, please?)

Fly_n_1_1: Can everyone hear Ire now? Yeah, that's good. OK. So, I'm

going to (Audience: too loud) (laughter) speak very loudly. When I

finish what I have to say, I will give everyone the opportunity to fire

all their arrows and ask me any questions that you'd like to ask me. It

may be by creating the open dialogue that I think we're going to achieve

here today, I think a great deal of misinformation and a great deal of 2

the things that you may have been told on the PR line you may find were

not quite as accurate as you thought. You may also find out that it is

really you Egple that I represent.

' The creed of the Scien-, Church of $cientol0qY1 I'm sure most of you

people are familiar with, it says things like that all men have

inalienable rights to their sanity, that all men have inalienable rights

to think freely, to talk freely, to write freely their own opinions, and

to cxaunter or utter or write upon the opinions of others. And then it

also says that we of the Church believe that the laws of God forbid men,

or man, to destroy his own kind, to destroy the sanity of another, to

datroy or enslave another soul. I think those are aspirations that

every true-thinking human being would pursue. well, myself and my
1clients and those that I represent along with every human being that

walks this earth has all those rights. To date, I have been sued 10

Q
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times and Hy off-, or myself and try colleagues have been sued 10 times by

the Church of Scientology. The llth suit will probably emanate from this

talk. (laughter) And I will be sued, as you will find out, because of

my inalienable right to express my own opinion and to talk to you people,

and the real g.1£§e for me being sued, pursuant to the fair game

doctrine which we'll talk about, will be to intimidate me so I won't

talk, and the l0 suits that have been brought to date have been designed

to achieve that purpose and every time they bring a suit or do some of

the things I'm going to talk about then I get all the more energetic.

(laughter and applause) I

They've also brought against me 9 bar conplaints. In the 12 years .

I've been practicing law and trying cases, I never had a bar complaint

1

,_--uu1p-uu-¢u--pa-an-1-w-nu-w  *%K}IIasq;--—-uwqpw-ax-1—--u-ulna-an-1¢ 

‘ Ibefore that. I graduated first in ny law school class with the highest _
i- history in - history of my law school. I was editor-in-chief of the Law

Review, which is, for those of you who may know, is the highest honor you

can achieve in law school, and I clerked for the supreme Court of

Massachusetts for a one-year clerkship. The 9 bar complaints were

designed to destroy my reputation. Among the things that occurred to me

in the four years that I've been litigating with an anorphous

organization that has a few people who control huge amounts of money, to

hire armies of lawyers to try to destroy me and my clients and whether jj

Ii;Ffltlu-uriz

you know it or not yet, people like yourself, is what the whole war and

game and battle is about.  '_ 1

_~DllI$I~&uu|1:.~ZhZQfl_~_+

In October 1979, shortly after I rejected an offer from the Church of

Scieztology, as I say whoever that is, to get a refund for a client, 1

which I'm going to explain to you a little bit about, I was flying to 1
. q I i

South Bend, Indiana and my airplane engine quit after an hour and a half

in the flight, and for those of you who are pilots, you know that any

F-an4---.._____. . ..;-=4-..-_-;.~ I___.,L
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degree of condensation you pick up on a pre-flight examination from your
I

fuel tanks. Well, I was an hour and a half into the flight and we lost  

power entirely and we made an anergency landing and my ll-year old son

was in the plane, another lawyer and a college classmate of mine, a

Vietnam veteran, and we drained off quarts of water frm my fuel tanks. -

And as I indicated, it was shortly after I rejected an offer that I'm

going to talk to you people about.  

Every client I've ever had has been called, and mostly a discreditive
Ptype of way, to explain to, anonymous people calling thm telling them

I'm stealing their money, that I'm going to be disbarred, that I'm

unethical, ah, that I'm anti-religious, etc., etc. All in an effort to

destroy my law practice. There have been about 20,000 documents stolen

from my office and fran my office compound, the most private documents of

many of my clients, clients, one girl dialing - dying of mesofelioma, who

has since died. Some anonymous telephone caller used to call her on an

hourly basis to try to get her to fire me prior to her death. Obscene

phone calls to my neighbors, threatening post cards, infiltration of my

office, you could pretty nuch name it in the last four years that I've

been representing Scientologists; it's been done to me. The reason why

is what we're here for. -

In July 1979, I had never heard of the church of Scientology. A girl

named Lavenda Van Schaick, whom some of you may know, some of you may

think ill of her, some of you may like her, it's really irrelevant,

ccntacted me and told me that there was a Guardian's Office in this

organization called the Church of Scientology and they were collecting

information on people, cataloguing it, filing it, and using it to

blackzrail them, extort monies frcm them, and things like that. I thought

she was nuts and I told her that, ah, I needed that type of litigation
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like I needed a hole in the head to litigate against som what I thought

to be cult. And I told her I wasn't interested, and as I say, at that

point I'd never heard of the Church of Scientology. and her husband was

a police officer and he had sclneone call me and said, 'well, no, you

should look into this a little bit. we've got a lot of reports from a

lot of people, they come in, they claim their money's been taken, they

really didn't get what they were promised, they were told things that

weren't entirely true, little half-truths and distortions here and there,

and, you know, they'd run afoul of the law a little bit and they're being

investigated for breaking into federal offices. You should look into

them.‘ And, because this fellow I happened to know and have some degree _ ?

of reliance on, I thought well OK, if the girl is really being

victimized, maybe I'll look into it.

Lavenda told me that, as an attorney, the first thing they would do

after I demanded as refund of her $12,800 that she had paid, would be to 2

sinply write a letter saying no, and then if I persisted and said well if

you don't re-pay her back her money then I'll bring a law suit to get it

back because from the things she's telli.ng me - you've, this organization

has appeared to misrepresent things to her, and she said then they'll

smd a letter back and in the letter they will put in information about

me. And I said Lavenda, that doesn't make sense. Why should they put

information about you and send it to me? I mean, I don't know you fran

Eve. And where would they get that kind of information? I mean if I

hire a private investigator to go investigate someone to get the kind of

infornation you're telling me about, it would take two years. where

would they get that kind of information? And she said, well, that's that

thing called auditing that I've been telling you about, and I said well,

if it's what you're telling me, and it's for you to czonfrcnt your om
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self-defeats and your own problems, and to confront the things in your

own life that you're hiding fran, and this person who's there doing it

with you's purpose is to help you do that, then the law of this country,

the laws relating to the priest-penitent privilege, or the doctor-patient

privilege, or the psychiatrist - a bad word - patient privilege, or, just

inherent elements of confidentiality, fiduciary responsibility, integrity

for the feelings of another human being, that you take that kind of

information in confidence fran - would never permit a situation to

develop where that type of information could be collectively brought

together and used for the purposes you're telling me about. It just...

you know, I frankly don't believe you. I can't believe that such a thing

would take place. And you're telling me they're going to send me a

letter and put it in the letter? That's the most ridiculous thing I've

ever heard. _ ' '

Sure enough, I got the letter dated September ll, 1979. In the

letter it said Lavmda had three abortions, she had taken mescaline,

peyote, marijuana, variety of other drugs, she had been promiscuous with

the following men, she'd done this, that and the other thing. Well, I

got the letter and I thought to myself, well, maybe what she's telling me

is true, maybe they really do have this thing and they're collecting all

this information, and xraybe their purposes are not what they represent

their purposes to be. If their purposes are legitimate, and there are

thousands of idealistic human beings out there entrusting their good will

and their hidden self, unconfrcnted problems, engrams or whatever, to a

group of people, and the group of people are collecting these things and

using than in this way, then something is wrong. And from a legal point

of view, probably the most overt wrong, to use a pun, (laughter) the most

overt wrong is the fact that they represented to her that it was

Q
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confidential, aside fran any other issues. So, I decided to take her

case. ‘

And that's when their lawyer showed up and offered me a check for her

money plus ta little bit. And I told the lawyer what he could do with his

check and that took place shortly after - before the plane incident.

Now, in - for a number of years I dismissed the plane incident as being

simply too preposterous to believe that this organization could do it.

Even though I began collecting the so-called Washington documents, the

documents that were seized from the Church by the Federal Bureau of

Investigation and I spent a lot of money copying, having a person in

Washington for months xeroxing those documents. Some of you have

probably seen some of those documents. The first time that I saw then,

I was shocked, when I read them. I mean policies on how to...training

manuals - the information full hat, AG full hat, and the AG mini-hat, on

how to break into places, burglarize, infiltrate, blackmail, extort,

smear, the opinions and button surveys from the AG full hat that some of

you may have seen, how to find your enemies‘ button. You read these

documents and then you begin to see operations conducted pursuant to

them, such as Operation PC Freakout which some of you probably have heard

about, probably told it never took place, probably told it was some  

imaginary writing by some (D GAS worker who thought it up, put it in

writing and the FBI altered it. Well, Paulette Cooper is now one of my

clients, too. Paulette Cooper in my opinionis pretty much of a, trying

to recover but enotionally destroyed human being, and if you lived

through 13 years of unending, unmerciful harassment of indescribable

proportions, then you'd be enotionally destroyed, too. S0 PC Freakout

says to hit her so hard to get her put in a jail or mental institution or

at least to hit her so hard that she drops her attacks. Well, she wrote

_ _ _, W __ ——— *
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a book. She tried to speak freely and utter her own opinions about the

Church of Scientology.

The issue of whether those opinions were right or wrong is not what

ny litigation is about. And the misinformation that's been spread by the

Church of Scientology is that the litigation is about me attempting to

destroy a religion. I would be the first person to do what I've done for

four years to safgard any person's right to audit anyone. The basic

technology of auditing, the basic confrontational mechanism that occurs
U‘

when the human mind is made to confront either with another person, or in

other ways which we won't get into, their own self-defeat is something

that has unending, infinite human value. whatever you were told about my

views toward that fundamental value you have also been misrepresented

to. The litigation is about the power of a collective organization to

take the good intentions and good will of people and twist that good will

in a way so that they can use it against them and gain information, ‘power

and money. That's what the litigation is about. I have spent four years

of my professional life which - believe me when I tell you when I

undertook this litigation was very successful at the time, I am married,

with three children and I needed this litigation like I needed a hole in

the head. I had tried some of the largest medical malpractice cases in

Massachusetts, defended some of the largest white-collar crime cases and

I needed this litigation, and my wife and my family needed obscene

telephone calls at two o'clock in the nnrning, like you people need to

pay $45,000 to reach the OT levels or to get the fundamental

psychological benefit of auditing. You don't need to pay any amount of

money for something that is inherently your right. So I took on the

litigation because I personally believed that a group of people, a

collective, should not be able to, whether they call themselves the

-9- 1 _ _
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Church of Scientology, Catholics, Hindus, the SS, the I-BI or any other

organization should not have the right to suppress the right of an
1individual to a collective mechanism that calls for the destruction of

that individual whea the individual speaks out and disagrees. That's

what the litigation is about. Anything you've heard to the contrary is

nonsense.

There are a lot of cases which you've probably heard of, which we're

going to talk about to some degree. There's a lot of cases that deal

with misrepresentation. Misrepresentation of what? Por example,

probably the thrust of every case that I'm involved in, is the reason I

got involved in the litigation to begin with, and that is Guardian

Program Order 121669. Guardian Program Order 121669 is -item #38 in the

Assistant Guardian's full hat. Guardian agents spend sir months on the

AG Full Hat, for those of you who have been in the Guardian's Office,

that are here, learning how to do a wide variety of things, including

spreading black PR, determining whether the best way to destroy an enery

is by infiltration, blackmail, extortion, smear carrpaigns, whatever. But

Guardian Program Order 121669 involves you. It involves people who have

been audited. It doesn't involve people like me. I haven't been

audited, at least by your technology. It calls for (holding papers and

apparently reading from program) well, the major target reads as follows,

‘To use any and all means,‘ that's a powerful phrase, to use any and all

means, to tell a hyped up G.O. agent to use any and all mans, that's

like telling an SS Officer that it's OK to put childrez in ovens because

it's going to improve the economy. Now you may think that that's a

farfetched analogy, but not 30 or 40 years ago. Supposed right-thinking

countrymen within a span of a few short years after they underwent some

SS training, very justifiably, very justifiably took two-year old
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children and put then_ in ovens. Now that was the ultimate oppression by

the collective. But not very long ago, at least 1,000 G.O. agents

worldwide were breaking into federal and state offices, noting

operations like PC freakout, framing Paulette Coopers, framing Robert

Kaufmans, planting dope on Maurice Girodious's, planting dope on former

CMO menbers who tried to leave, not ay few short years ago and totally

justifying it to preserve standard tech. (laughter)

The human mind, the hnmnan mind is capable of a l_ot of self-deceit, as

you people probably know more than, maybe Ron is right, maybe more than

whatever 98% of the population out there. You people may know more that
0

the human mind is capable of self-deceipt in loads of little devious ways

when unconfrcnted can allow a lot of atrocities to occur. To my mind

this is an atrocity, (holding up program) (‘to use any and all nreans to

detect any infiltration.‘ Well, if the tech, if everything's being

confronted, who cares about infiltration? (laughter) (applause)

‘Double agent - To detect any infiltration, double agent, or

disaffected staff member, Scientologists or relatives of Scientologists

and by any and all means to render null‘ any - and I've got a bad copy

here - or other harm such have engender or might render to Scientology

and Scientologists.  

Operating Targets: To make full use of all files in the organization

to effect your major target, these include personnel files, ethics files,

dead files, central files, training files, processing files and requests

for refunds and then they run through the other 9 operating targets which

a good G.O. agent is trained on, clay demos (laughter) and the Assistant

Guardian Full Hat in a six-month intelligence B1 training program he clay

demos his operating targets. well, that's what they were doing to

Lavendaand that's what they have done fran, what I can determine, to  

_ _ ___ __ or -
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thousands of other people whether the people know it or not, when they

sought a refund, when they spoke out, when they disagreed - the whole

rockslam project - that type of thinking, that type of policy is the

thrust of all of my - the cases that I'm involved in. me fundamental

misrepresentation that we are claiming was nede is that these people, you

people, were told that the information you gave to your auditor was

confidential and was between him, the auditor and the case supervisor.

And that when you walked i.n the front door or read Dianetics The Modern

Science of Mental Health and began to perceive the value of self-

confrontation, and began to realize the value in an auditing session of

giving up your overts and withholds, and paying $4500 for Life Repair or

whatever, you did not know that there was this gestapo agency in the back

room collecting this information, cataloguing it, filing it, putting it

in Bl files ‘to use for any and all means...to accorrplish the goal,‘ the

goal to clear the planet. (laughter)
. F k

The ultimate irony, the ulimate irony, is that the seizing of the

good intentions of people like yourself, the enlisting of the credibility

of people like yourself, the enlisting of the credibility of people like

yourself to believe that the information that you give up in an auditing

session is confidential, and that it's worth whatever nunber of dollars

you may went to pay for it, when in fact a large monolithic organization

is collecting that information and also collecting hundreds of millions

of dollars of your money, totally in control of that information, in

control of that money, with the type of thinking (holding up program)

demonstrated in Guardian Program Order l2l669, is what I am fighting

against, it's what you people should be fighting against, it's what every

member in the Sea Organization should be fighting against, and every

person residing in that blue building over there enould be fighting

i _ _:____ __ In Du» J _ L’
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against. I could read and go through data, I could - I got piles and

piles of policies, Guardian's Office policies which some of you may never

heard of, you might _not even believe me, you might think Flynn's making

it up. He wrote that policy - five possibilities for obtaining data -

blackmail, extortion - all in writing, thousands of documents like that,
thousands of documents collecting auditing information, telexing it to

the USGO and to England. There's 58,000 documents sitting in Washington,

D.C. that have never been released to the public that are basically Bl

files of your auditing information. Those are the ones that have never  

been released. The 20 or 30,000 documents that I've got that have been

released, every time I read them I'm appalled by them, but I'm not going

to spend the time I've got trying to go through then all. I mean, some

of you may be shocked by it, it may have that type of therapeutic benefit

from my point of view on you, maybe it wouldn't. I don'tknow.

Mnat I'm going to do is tell you a little bit about a little of the

cases, some of the current events that are occurring, ah, explain to you

the methodology of the cases,the purposes for them and, if I was really

the money-grubbing, ambulance chasing, extortionist, shyster, lawyer that

I am claimed to be, then why am I spending all ry money, and you say -

well, you know, who's financing Flynn, that's the favorite question.

Where is nry nmney coming from? Well, I begged and I borrowed and I spent
all my own resources to litigate against this organization because, as

people like Eddie Walters know, everyone who canes to me has no money.

The organization's already cleaned them out. (laughter)

I'll run through my clients and there is not a client who has given

me any money to date, with the exception of one, and it's a small amount,

very small, but the Tonja Burdens and Lavenda van Schaicks, and Janet M

Troys and Marjorie Hansens, they've got no money. They're like probably

Q
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a lot of you if you came to no. They've never given no anything. I

financedthe whole thing nryself. Why? I ask myself every day now.

(laugh) (applause)

When I started it was because of this and I don't like bullies. And

I didn't think that this organization should bully Lavenda Van Schaick.

As it went on and they began to try to destroy me as I said, I got more

energetic. It's that sirrple a psychological truth. The more that I saw

what I perceived to be oppression and the more people who contacted me,

and there's been in excess of 2,000 to date, and the more I heard the

horror stories, and horror stories of - beyond description, but I don't

want to spend all 11y time up here telling horror stories. I mean

involving all kinds of things, Quentin Hubbard to Susan Meister to Susan

Meister's family to Marjorie Hansen to Janet Troy. Incredible horror

stories, some outrageous ones. You know, a simple little one like ah,

finding Janet Troy's button, one of my original - one of my clients that

came to me in early 1980, going through, culling her files. How do I

know they culled her files? Warren Friske, the head of B2 in Boston is

now my client, he did it. He gave me an affidavit saying he did it. He

a1nd l5 other people in the Guardian's Office. I mean I've got all those

affidavits, we can produce all these people's affidavits. I've got other

Guardian's Office, Carol Garrity, Janie Peterson, Eddie Walters, loads of

people now have come tonro and told me yeah they did it, they culled

files, they were ordered to do so by the G.O. But in Janet's case, they

knew that her father was a very religious man and he was a Catholic and

ognosed to abortion and her auditor got her pregnant, (laughter) and she

was anly in for about eight mont.hs but her auditor got her pregnant, and

which is really not even what the suit's about, but some smart - well,

Warren did it, Warren Friske did it, culled through the files, found her

_ _ ll‘; — e J i :77
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button was her father, and her father was opposed to abortion. Well,

when she got pregnant she had to go have an abortion. that do you think

one of the first things the Guardian's Office did in Janet's case? I

mean if you were going to try to bend the mind of Janet Troy so she  

wouldn't talk to Flynn, so she wouldn't pursue her renedies against the

Church, what would you do to try to assault her character, assault her

person? You'd push the button. Well, they did that and they did it to

just about every other client, too. They called Marjorie Hansen's mother

into a deposition and they said, did you know your daughter had oral sex

with her auditor? Which they took right out of her folder. I mean,

look, we can go on forever with horror stories and I'm not sure how far

we'll get. The point is that those people have been contacting me, they

have no money. I took their cases because I was outraged. I didn't

think that it was appropriate for this organization to be doing those _

things, so 1 sued then. And all hell broke loose. Well, it broke noose
before I even sued then. I mean they had 30 people working on me before

the first suit was ever brought, within 60 days before the first suit was

ever brought. They took my whole history apart. In a threat called me

on the phone and said you know, whatever I've ever done is going to be on

the front page of the Boston Globe. I said go ahead, do it. And as I

uncovered documents, blackmail of reporters, reporters who had tried to

investigate the Church, say one, his first name is Ron. In 1975, and

they found out that he had taken marijuana to Japan, and that he had as

girlfriend while he was married, so they blackmailed him. And he dropped

the whole investigation. As I uncovered more and more docnments like

that and pursued it more and more, I became more cermitted as a person to

doing something that I perceived to be inappropriate, without regard to

sex, race or national origin, inappropriate and specifically, without

_ » _ es — — ———
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regard to religion. Most Scientologists would be very surprised to bear

my own philosophical and personal views toward my life, the people around

me, and organized_and disorganized religion. Most of you would be very _

surprised. And I - it's a private matter, it's something that I don't

normally talk about. Suffice it to say, that I believe in the power of -

the spirit and I believe that the power of the spirit includes within it

the power to be truthful, to tell the truth, and to let your spirit flow

so that truth naturally cones out. (applause) '

There's a person sitting in the audience who has been PR'd as a clerk

for Mr. Hubbard. His name is Gerry Armstrong and if you believe the PR

line he was just a clerk, a low-level clerk. Well, maybe Gerry is,

Gerry's maybe a clerk, I don't know, but I do know one thing, he was _

assigned by L. Ran Hubbard to collect data and documents on L. Ron

Hubbard to prepare a biography by (mar, Onar Garrison, and Gerry did it

just as he had diligently worked in the Sea Org since 1969 or whatever,

together with his wife Jocelyn, his former wife Terri, Terri Gamboa. He

diligently collected the documents, probably too diligently, because he

collected documents that were supposed to have been destroyed - by one

version of the story the documents were supposed to have been - and most

of then are in the handwriting of Mr. Hubbard. Now I'm not here to

vilify Mr. Hubbard, Mr. Hubbard's credentials, or lack of credentials, or

purposes or goals, that I perceive in a lot of these writings in the

1940's when he enbarked on this crusade, may be different, mine may be

different from your perceptions, and each person would probably have to

read these documents to draw their own perceptions, suffice it to say he

is definitely not a nuclear physicist, he definitely did not go to

Princeton, nor did he go to George -- nor did he graduate from George

Washington University, nor is he a war hero nor did he serve four years

_ if ,_,_____,;ls- —— s as 7 ii’ A i i i
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in combat nor was he twice pronounced medically dead. lame of those

things are true. Now, you know some people say, well, enppose Thonas

Edison was a pervert, he still invented the light bulb and L. Ron Hubbard
1

invented the tech. Well, I happen to have a philosophial disagreement

there too. I don't think L. Ron Hubbard just invented me tech, I think

all of you people invented the tech. ‘ I think every day your spirit flows

you invent the tech. But I think what he did do was he wrote sorro of it

down, some of it he took from a variety of sources and I think a lot of

these documents that Gerry has show where he took it frm. Maybe in some

cases took it very literally fron, but there is one salient fact that

comes fronn all of that, and that is there have been misrepresentations.

I mean I've got Dianetics The Original Thesis sitting in my office that

says he graduated from Columbian College which is part of George _

Washington University. That's an untrue statement. If the organization

is sugnosed to confront and deliver truth, and deliver Theta, then why

did they put in Dianetics The Original Thesis that he grad...- maybe it's

an editorial slip-up you might say. You know, why did they put in that

he served four years in conbat and was the most decorated war hero of

World, War II, when he was relieved‘ of duty on three or four different

occasions, eventually found a gasoline bonb in the U.S.S. Algol shortly.

before it sailed into combat and was relieved of duty and right after

that ended up in the Oak Knoll Military Hospital as a psychiatric

in-patient. Well, Ron is like every other human being, he's like me,

he's like you. He's got his good and his bad, maybe he told a few

untruths, maybe he told some big ones, maybe he told a lot of truth. The

fact renains that people relied on things that were said, there were some

kids who did believe he was a nuclear physicist a1nd more exact and

axiomatic than chenistry and physics and was based on 30 years of

-17- -» ___
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research. People rely on things you say. There is a degree of

responsibility in having your spirit flow and tell the Ruth because

other spirits rely on it. So those things were not true. And I take

exception to that, and that's one of the things I take exception to in my

law suits . 7

There are other things that have been misrepresented. The original

article or device case, the FDA case, the right to use your E-meter.

Most Scientologists believe, and my clients, half,of thm are still
\

auditing Scientology; Eddie Walters still audits. The FDA case was not a

case that was designed to prevent you people from using the E—1nneter. It

was a case by the FOOd and Drug Administration to prevent the

organization fron making representations which were inaccurate. Anyone

can use an E-meter, and the Federal Government would never take your

right away to use an E-meter and it is simply legally preposterous to -

think that the Federal Government could take away Valerie Stansfield's

right to audit Debbie Hayden. It's just ridiculous, it doesn't even

warrant further discussion but a lot ofrry clients come in and say well

the Federal Government was you know, going to deprive us the right to

practice religion and our right to use the E-meter. Believe me when I

tell you the case is just utter nonsense. The case had to do with

misrepresentations that were made to people. The Federal Government is a

big bureaucratic organization. They can't - as a lot of you may now

know, now that you're on the other end, now that you're maybe on my side

and you want to see that justice is done, and you are speaking out and

you're now being attacked, and you go down to the local district attorney

or attorney general, they could care less. They've got bigger problems;

they've got rape and crimes and larcenies, etc. If Mary Sue

Hubbard...it took a thousand on agents and 150 burglaries and Operation

_,1_o as 2 L _
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snow White and an army of kids coding and decoding teleres by the owl

code and the eagle code, etc., that and the framing of Paulette Cooper.

It took an army of incidents and outrageous facts to get the FBI

interested. 4

I mean the idea that there's this big monolithic FBI and this big bad

government and this big bad Flynn are out to destroy the Church, believe

me when I tell you it's simply ridiculous, it's preposterous. You can't

a bureau...a state or federal agency off its ass (laughter) to get
P

anything done.  

So the question arises, and the reason I bring that up, is the

question arises, well, why did they get involved? The reason is because

people like yourself began to corrplain. In the early '50's and the

mid-50's, Ron DeWolf, L. Ron, Jr., would tell you. Now some of you may

not like Ron Dewolf, sono of you may think he doesn't tell the truth, you

may think a lot of things but the fact of the matter is he was there from

S0-59, along with a lot of my other clients now who were there also, and

there were people who complained. There were people who paid a lot of

money to have whatever fixed, cured, whatever, and they didn't get what

was promised then. The representations did not turn cunt to be accurate,

and they went and they complained. And finally enough of then began to

conplain and there were enough problem, so the government began to look

into it. That's the simple reality of what occurred.

The idea that this big monolithic battle is being fought between the
government and freedom of religion does you people a severe disservice

and deprives you of your rights, it deprives you of your right to

practice religion, to practice Scientology. It establishes, it allows an

organization, a collective, to establish, through the power that they now

hold, the right to prevent you fron objecting. And that is what has got

_ s I 7
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to be dealt with today.  

So Gerry Arnstrong has a lot of documents and the dnurch has an army

of lawyers that are trying to prevent these documents from being -

released. Now, the documents, to my mind, are earth-shattering. I mean

they are - I've read a lot of then - and a lot of thw are in Mr. _

Hubbard's handwriting, and I'm not going to stand up here and tell you

what they say because then you'll think I'm just trying to vilify Ron.

Tthings he did, things he said, views he espoused, reasons he took certain

actions, all at the critical tino when he was writing BIANETIS and when

he was founding this organization.

What they did for Gerry is they quote "deprogra1mned' him. They told

him the truth. He confronted various facts when he read these documents,

so he left. And then the organization began an unholy campaign against

him so he came to me. So now the organization's got an army of lawyers
In.0trying to prevent the documents fron being distributed so that people

would see the truth, so the truth could be confronted and as myself and

little Julia Dragojevic, this young female lawyer in Bruce Bunch's office

who've been defending him, with virtually no money, against an army of

lawyers, and what are we trying to do? We're trying to get the docunonts

released. What are they trying to do? They're trying to get the

docunonts supprwsed. Well, unfortunately one of the keys to the whole

thing is Gnar Garrison. Well, fortunately or unfortunately, Onar is a

very nice nan, and I know him, and he was try client, and he's in a very

difficult situation. He contracted with the, a Guardian's Office front
J

group to write the biography of L. Ron Hubbard, based on in part these

documents, and now thebook won't, you'll never read the book. What's

going to happen I'm not sure but you'll never read the book, and you'll

-20- _ _
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never see the documents because if, somehow Onar is taken out of the

picture, if sonehow his differences with the Guardian's Office and David

Miscavige and Nornan Starkey are resolved -- and shernan Lenske - are

resolved, then you won't ever see these documents and you won't ever see

onar's book. And to no that'll be a tragedy because I think the

documents would have opened a lot of eyes. And the likelihood as I stand

here is that all the legal maneuvering that is being done, even though

we've won the first two rounds of Gerry's case and the documents are

still in the court, even though they've done everything, they've filed

declarations of Mary Sue Hubbard to try to get then released to the

organization, the court still has then, thank goodness. But shortly, if

a certain avenue that the Guardian's - that the onrrent leadership has

taken, works out, which I think it's going to, you will never see those

documents, and you will never ever read Qnar Garrison's book. 1

Sone day, some of the things in the documents are going to come out,

and I hope they do and I hope that each one of you who has known L. Ron

Hubbard, his writings, has the opportunity to read these very closely.

You're - there are going to be sone very shocked people, there are going

to be some, you're going to come to realize the fundamental truth is the

PR line to get money and information, to sell courses and books, is the

ultimateschizophrenia that's been created in this organization. It's

the PR line which grabs on the good intentions of all you people, and

then there's the truth, the way things really are, the way they are in an

auditing session, the aberrations, the problems, the good, the bad, the

ugly; it's all there. But the key is, it's not all this positive 100% HR

nonsense that's misrepresented to you. The full truth for your viewing

is there if you ever get to see it.  

Tonja Burden, you've probably all heard stories about Tonja Burden.
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Sono of you nay know xima Douglas, fornor C.O. of the CMO. Former

personal aide to L. Ron Hubbard, his personal medical officer who used to

get blank prescriptions that thick (holding up hand with fingers spread)

signed in blanks by Dr. Denk, Ron's physician, to get medications for

Ron. Well, Kina is now not talking but, when I first met Kima about a

year ago in a hotel room here in Los Angeles, she said to no, well, you

know, I've heard so nuch about you, you know, and I just know that you're

not legitimate because I know that Tonja Burden never had sex with Ron,
Iand you put it in your complaint, and you've been saying that all over

the country. I said who told you that, Kima? She said well that came up

lines. I saw the telexes; I saw it all in there. I said did you ever

see any document that I ever wrote, or hear one word that I ever uttered
- ' 1

0

to that effect, because that has never been said. I said what the

conplaint says is that at the age of l5, among a lot of other things, she

was coding and decoding telexes for qneration Srnow White while she should

have been in school. She was following Ron around collecting his ashes,

she was zipping his fly up and down every day putting his pants on and

off, that's what the conplaint says, and those are what the facts are,

and I, we will stand behind it. It's that little germ of misinformation

that was in I<ina's mind, it's that level of distortion that I'm trying to

fight. Let the chips fall where they may. ' If Gerry Armstrong has said

distortions or Tonja Burden or Lavenda Van Schaick, let then come out.

Put then on the witness stand. Just let it all cono out. That's what

I'm trying to do. I'm trying to get a trial. I'm trying to get trials

and just let it come o1.nt. This army of lawyers that we're fighting

against is interposing every legal maneuver known to man in modern

jurisprudence to prevent these trials and prevent an unfettered

disclosure of the truth.

.33.. _ _ - _
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 The nnissing person's case I'll just touch briefly m. my did I file

the missing person's case for Ron DeWolf? The reason I filed it is

because Ron's lawyer, Alan Goldfarb from Miami, in Tonja Burden's case

filed an affidavit, end in his affidavit he said four wings. He said

I've never not L. Ron Hubbard even though I'm representing him in a

multi-million dollar case. I have no means to conlnunicate with L. Ron

Hubbard. I know of no one in the Church of Scientology of California who

has conmunicated with L. Ron Hubbard since February 1980. He filed that
I

affidavit in May l982. So, the third thing was I know of no person who

has conmunicated with L. Ron Hubbard in the Church of Scientology of

California since February 1980. Ron's own lawyer under oath, under the

pains and penalties of perjury, and I've got the affidavit here. The

fourth thing he said was I know of no person, I know of no person who has

connunicated with L. Ron Hubbard since February 1980. Ron's own lawyer

making those four statenonts.

Well, at the time he was in connunication with shernan Lenske, Steven

Lenske, who are in regular conmunication with David Miscavige, Lyman

Spurlock, Norman Starkey, who have been telling yg people through the
' -o

hidden data line that they're in regular conmunication with Ron, and that

David Miscavige's origin of authority flows from Ron's daily battle plan

to him. While his lawyer who's defending him, is saying those things

under oath in May 1982. Well, curiously enough at the same time in May

1982, Author Services, Inc., Religious Technology Center, et al. is

taking over all of the Church. Curiously enough, in May 1982 or shortly

thereafter, June 7th to be exact, an individual walked into a bank in New

York City with a 2 million dollarcheck, drawn on L. Ron Hubbard's

account. Supposedly forged, made payable to an Aquil Abonl Amiar. Now

the Church, this infornation I've just given you1 I acquired before the

-2,3:-or __ _ "
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missing person's case. The Church will cono forward and claim that I

have just told you something that is under seal. Well, the information

came before the case, before the information was ever sealed, so if

anyone tells you Flynn gave you sealed information, one of the reasons I

brought the case because I put it in the conplaint when the legal

proceeding first started, was that soneone had tried to pass a 2 million

dollar check on L. Ron Hubbard's account. At the sanne time Religious

Technology Center has ended up with conplete control of the Church;

Author Services running all of Hubbard's assets; his lawyer filing an

affidavit saying no one can connnunicate with him. It's that degree of

untruth that's pernoated Mr. Hubbard's life and this litigation, and
I

created the schizophrenia in the organization that I'm litigating

against. I brought the missing person's case, regardless of what you

read in the media or, fron Ton, Dick or Harry, because his own lawyer said

he was missing. His own lawyer said that he couldn't connunicate with

him, didn't know his whereabouts, knew of no one who could conmunicate

with him and couldn't defend the case, and I've got the affidavit here

for anyone who wants to see it.

Mr. Hubbard was also defaulted for failure to appear and defend the

Paulette Cooper case, where they broke into Paulette Cooper's apartment

or broke into Paulette Cooper's psychiatrist's office, and stole her

psychiatric records and then used it as part of Operation Freakout

against her. Now, again, I, to show you the level at which the

Guardian's Office operates, Paulette Cooper's parents were killed in

Auschwitz. When she cano, in this country she was adopted by Jewish

parents, and while she was at Brandeis in journalienn, she went to a

psychaitrist, Dr. Stanley Cath. The reason she went to a psychiatrist is

because she had a lot of conflicts between her feelings toward her

_ _ __ -24-In ~ ~ I ' 7 7
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parents killed in the holocaust and her real parents. And as she was

growing, as a young wonan she began to experience a lot of things that ‘

she wanted to talk to someone about. So she went to this Dr. Cath.

Well , she told Dr . Cath what I just told you and that me loved her

adopted parents, but that she had this conflict. Well, Robert Dardano,

one of my clients now, and two other people, broke into Cath's office

pursuant to Project Owl as part of (peration Freakout, and stole Cath's

records and then mailed the notes to her parents. ' The button survey in

the operations definitions section of the AG mini-hat.

Well, that type of thing is the type of thing that the cases are

about. And 'it's the type of thing that's caused me to fight as strongly

as I have, notwithstanding everything they've done to no. The missing

person's case was designed for precisely the purposes for which it was

legally intended, to determine whether he was missing. Where is he? And

his son brought it forward because, regardless of what you may have heard

about Nibs, regardless of the problens he may have had in the past, maybe

Nibs has done sono confronting, maybe Nibs has tried to cono to grips

with his father, his father's history, and things that he's been

involved, in, and now wants to do what he can do to have the truth conne

out. And maybe that's why he was willing to, according to the PR line of

the Church, attack his father; maybe he wanted to know whether his father

was really missing. Well, his father presumably - and my handwriting

expert says naybe yes, naybe no, but I hired an honest handwriting ' '

expert. I didn't hire a handwriting expert to say, say this is a fake

signature and we'll get a win. I gave him the declaration that Ron filed

in that case and I said tell me whether it's legitimate or not. For

better or worse, I want to know. He had cono back with other documents

the assignments of the tradenarks to Religious Technoloq Center, he had

_ .25.. -
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Ioono back with those and said those are fake, those were not signed by

L. Ron Hubbard. He came back on this one and said I don't know. Maybe

it is, nnaybe it isn't. It's too close. So that's what we told the '
court, told then we didn't know. But what we did know is that whatever

L.’ Ron Hubbard signed on a line, where a line was provided for his

signature, he signed right on the line. And this signature is off, and

no relationship to the line, which suggested to us, as we argued, that

maybe he signed a blank piece of paper, and the name was later typed in,

we don't know. The n1ystery's now been created, just as the nystery of

the Arnstrong documents has been created by the Church, and Mr. Hubbard's

mystery continues. We tried to find out. We don't currently know. We

don't know whether he's totally incapacitated, whether he's dead, whether

he's alive. I've got ny hunches and try feelings, but we really don't

know. Someone filed a declaration. Fron everything I've read that Ron

has written and his particular care about things he says about ~people I

don't believe that he wrote that declaration. That's my own personal

belief. I don't personally believe he wrote it. I believe he signed it,

someone told him to sign it, and given his current health history which
Iwe can pretty nuch docunont, he suffers from duodenal ulcers, chronic

viral pneumonia, he's had three pulmonary enbolisms, one of which almost

killed him, bursitis, arthritis, a whole host of ailnonts. Now I don't

tell you that because I'm trying again vilify L. Ron Hubbard and paint

him sonothing different than what you thought he was. mt the fact of

the matter, he is not what is been represented about his health history.

The fact of the matter is it's those ailments in an elderly, ill person,

could cause that person to be very easily manipulated, Very. easily told

untruths, half-truths. Tonja Burden worked with David Miscavige for

years and a lot of my clients who worked with David saw the way he
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reacted with L. Ron Hubbard as sono of you may know.

And they know the level of manipulation and the level of half-truths

and the level of lies that go on at the top. So, it's currently a

mystery. As far as we're concerned legally, in a way it served our

purpose. We didn't get a trustee appointed to represent Hubbard's

interests, but we got a declaration fron him saying that Author Services,

Inc. is representing his interests, even though at the same tino that

they take control, someone tries to cash a 2 million dollar check. And

the next thing you know they'll say that my clients or Flynn forged L.

Ron Hubbard's 2 million sonnet check. (laughter) The level of
misinfornation that the organization is potentially able to distribute is

awesoro, and I suggest to you that you should look at everything they say

with a very fine tooth conb and try to find out for yourself.

The other thing that caused us to file the suit was that there was a .

whole series of financial transactions that took placo that are highly

suspect in our minds as to who was calling the shots. And there was a

purge of a lot of high level people who we thought were very close to

Hubbard, and we thought that Hubbard would never forsake, if you want,

and for sono reason a lot of those people got purged. That made us

wonder also what happened to L. Ron Hubbard.

The current managenont of the Church which I'll just try to touch

briefly on, as you know is Starkey, and Miscavige and Ganboa, Wendell

Reynolds, and Spurlock, etc. Uh...I ask you by what authority...by what

authority are they the leaders of the Church? Why isn't there a

democratic, or sono type of a voting arrangenent, where the people who

contribute the money, the work - I mean Gerry Armstrong worked l8 hours a

day 7 days a week for 12 years. my shouldn't he have a voice? Why

shouldn't all the people who worked for all these years and paid all the

 -27-
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money, the people with the good intentions, the people who understand the

ultimate reality of self-confrontation in auditing, the people who use

that in their daily lives and intend to do good things with the tech, why

shouldn't they be the people in control of the bank accounts, making the

decisions, rather than a cult - 22-year old who supports himself on the

hidden data line which is a total nngstery to everyone. Hnen supposedly

everyone is supposed to be confronting and the truth is snpposed to be

flowing out.It shouldn't be tolerated. It creates’ oppression. It

creates Adolf Hitlers, it creates SS mentality, that type of nrystery

oppresses you people. And it's got to be swept away. Let the chips come

out, and we'll see who's telling the truth.

Just briefly on some of the current governmental cases, there's an

investigation going on in Toronto. There's a lot of reasons there's an

investigatiorn going on in Toronto. me of the reasons is one of the tape

recordings that Gerry Armstrong had possession of, that some of you

people should listen to, where Charles Parselle, some of you may know who

he is, former highest legal officer of the Church; laurel Sullivan, some

of you may know who she is, a lot of former high ranking Church members

had a meeting, and they were trying to figure out what to do with the IRS

because the IRS was after then. Well, why should the ms be after this

innocent church? Well, on the tape recording the following appeared.

Well, we've been holding out to the public and to the government and to

everyone else for years that, ah, Ron resigned in 1966, and that we're

all separate corporate entities, and Hubbard's got no control over the

Church and nothing to da with it. when the fact of the matter is - this

is on the tape, this is Charles Parselle speaking cn the tape recording,

in a high level meeting of all the top leaders. Everyone knows the

reality and the truth is he's controlled everything. LRH has controlled

-128-1 ~
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everything and ther_e's no corporate integrity quote unquote -- that's a

quote - no corporate integrity. All the boards of directors and officers

resigned in advance and he holds the resignations.

2 And a 2.1 million dollar payment by RR? - Religious Research

Foundation -- to Hubbard is a classic case of fraud quote unquote. That's
'$

on the tape recording. Well, if you were a government and you saw that,

what would you do? You know some Scientologist from France comes to Flag

and pays $50,000 for the OT levels or whatever and makes his check out to
I‘

RR!‘ and it ends in Ron's pocket when in fact Ron supposedly resigned in

'66 and is not getting any money fran the Church whidn is just another

misrepresentation. What do you expect the goverrnment to do? I mean you

pay your taxes to look into thi.ngs like that. so Toranto, for a lot of

different reasons, including assassination plots, burglaries, for a lot

of different reasons, is investigating the Church.

Clearwater is doing the sanne thing for a host of different reasons,

because they tried to destroy the mayor of Clearwater, because he, an

organization came into his town under United Churches of Florida and he

said you know, what's United Churches of Florida? And they had this

elaborate cover through (peration Goldmine and Operation Normandie, and

when he began to ask questions, they had cperation Keeler 1, Operation

Keeler 2, Operation Speedy Gonzalez, four or five other operations to w

destroy Mayor Cazares. You know, what do you expect the government to do?

The criminal cases are the same type. The fact of the matter is the

G.O. did it, they've been doing it for years, they did it per policy,

right from LRH down. In fact Mary 9.ne Hubbard signed a document, a

286-page document entitled "Stipulation of Evidence,‘ stipulating that

LRH was quote the overall supervisor unquote of the Guardian's Office

while all of this was going on. The ll people who went to prison were

_ _
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all the top people: Jane Kember, Henning Heldt, they ran the Church. I

mean for them to come forward and say a few criminals did it i.n a PR

approach that they take in order. to preserve the religion of Scientology,

which is the reason they say they're doing it, they're spreading that

lie. If Scientology is in its nature to tell the truth, how do you

spread lies and dissenninate Scientology? (applause)

Just briefly on the reason I canne. The reason I came is to tell you

everything I've told you, so you can decide for yourself, so you can get

your minds working, go out and find out, question, create your own

organizations, democratic. I read the principles of the Phoenix. when

I, when I, when they were sent to nnne and I read it, I said I've got to

meet the person who wrote this. This is right. What's been being done

is wrung. I am not here to solicit clients. They'll sue me, one of the

ways I'll get sued. I've been sued for conspiracy to violate their civil

religious rights, abuse of process. They've never sued me for

defamation. (laughter) I've been sued for, basically conspiracy, all

these conspiracies, oh deprograrrming. They filed a $46 million - Steven

Miller, he may even be here; Steven Miller filed a $46 million suit

against me for involuntarily deprogranrming him. (laughter) well, a

reporter called me on the phone and said you've just been sued for $46

million by Steven Miller, and I said who's Steven Miller? I'd never even

heard of him! And the Guardian's Office put that suit along with the

other nine suits together and I got sued for that. So I get sued for

these types of things, so one of the suits now will be to sue me for

soliciting clients, because I'm here; you're Scientologists or on the

fence Scientologists or whatever, so they'll claim that - so they'll -

I've got all the clients that I can handle, I don't need any more

clients, I need to make some money. I need to go back to the practice of

i _ ‘IQ
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law and try medical malpractice cases and support ny family.

Scientology's been an unending continuous loss. (laughter) And that's

probably is the bottom line. They have got all the money, they have got

all the information. I am out a lot of money and I'm trying to speak out

against than. I encourage you people, in fact, I exhort you people, to

confrant what this organization has done. In that confrontation, the

gains that you got in your initial sessions of Life Repair, inyour

initial auditing sessions, the gains that you get in doing that

confrontation, and the wins you get by believing you go up the Bridge

on your own, will be bigger than anythinng that organization could ever

give you and take your 30 or 40 thousand dollars. Thank you. (applause)

(After considerable applause) You're going to embarrass me. OK, to

use the terminology, I'm fair game -p questions? (laughter)

Male voice: What happened to Quentin Hubbard?

(repeated by female and male voices)

fig: Mnat happened to Quentin Hubbard? He was found in a car in

Las Vegas with a hose going from the tailpipe into the car. He was taken

to a hospital and a G.O. agent, one of my clients now, was sent in to

steal some of the medical records pertaining to the initial findings.

Those records ended up, as Kima Douglas would tell you, in the hands of

the G.O., with Mary Sue and Ron. The issue was whether or not - I think,

too, in the minds of many people whether he was drugged. There's a drug

called pabulan curare which paralyzes the nusculature system, which is,‘

breaks down in the human body, it's virtually undetectable, and if you

gave a person a 1/15 milligram dose it would totally paralyze you without

probably killing you for awhile, but your involuntary breathing apparatus

would probably continue. So the question became, was you know, whether

he was drugged. It's never been resolved, because all the records were

-31- '
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taken. Among the things that were found, there was found, sperm in his

rectum, and there was a lot of inner higher level discussions as to what

todoabout thatbecause thatwouldnotbegoodPRif thatgotout. ma
to this day the mystery of Quentin is another mystery that we are trying

to unfold. We make a little progress here and there; we get a girl who's

willing to come» forward and say yeah, I was sent in to steal the

records. We make a little progress by having another onne say I was sent

inn to steal the pathology report. So to this day it's a mystery. The
Iquestion that we have in our minds is, why? -You know, why do you do

that? If Quentin was homosexual, he was homosexual. If Quentin killed

himself, he killed himself. If someone else killed him then you try to

find out who. But why do you play those games? That's what we're trying

to find out. Why do you for years inevitably, unendingly play these

games to distort and hide the facts. That's all I can tell you.

: The question you've never really answered is where are, youFenale

getting your finances.

LIE: Well, when I started I had a considerable amount of money. I

had just built a, just to give you some idea, I'm not going to give you

my whole financial picture - I'm not the president, I don't have to do

that (laughter) but I'll tell you this. I just built a $225,000 home.

I'd just bought a $475,000 office condominium, this is pre - this is

right about the time I'm getting involved in 1979. I'd won some very,

very large cases and received sonne very, very large fees. And I had

engaged in a lot of very heavy duty litigation, very onerous litigation,

trials that lasted three months, sequestered jury trials, some of the

lcngest sequestered jury trials in Massachusetts history, so I earned, so

I earned a lot of nnney, and I spent almost all of that to this date.

I've since borrowed, in some instances from some relatives, and that's

_ W 3 ,"f32""_~ ———— I '
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1 basically where it's conne from, and I intend to go on fighting this

2 battle and I intend to raise the funds to do it however I have to, and

3 that's the answer. _

4 Male voice: Y_es...(inaudible)...in regards to the misappropriation

5 I of funds and all of the bad things that are going on; but there's a big

6 = paradox in my mind and one that seems to sink inwith each...all Churches

.._=e..2°--I

91e making promises...a generality...that they can't keep and most of

then are not kept till after you're dead, and it takes great amounts of

faith in order to follow most religions and you seriously feel that you

10* can resolve that now with the legalese and make it stick and make it
I

111 stick in terms of factual data? We're dealing with psychic areas with

12' faith and promises. Now, the fact is that if someone doesn't get the

13 results that he's supposed to, that may be his own doing after all. It's

14 the receptivity of the individual. Can you reduce these or should they

15 be in the same canpartment that you're dealing with in the

16 ;misappropriation of funds, I mean the basic tenets of the Church can be

17 Jfaith, do you follow what I mean?

18 I ' Flygn I do sir, and I think I can respond. My cases have got

19‘ nothing to do with faith, nothing to do with religious doctrine. They've
I1

20,‘ got to do with things like promises of confidentiality.
H

21;‘ Male: You say that they misrepresented but you don't know that. You

22' don't know who's nrade the gain, and who hasn't made the gain. That's an

23‘ arbitrary thing. That's not something that you can legalese. Many

24: people have made the gains and pranises were kept for many people in

25 Scientology. I, including many others in certain areas.  

26 LIKE: Correct.  Q

27 _M_a_l_e_: Others did not, but that doesn't mean that you can't; have

23 faith and you can't reduce that to legalese. I think it ought to be

an — * "* I” 5* I 7 7
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clearly separated like a Catholic Bishop. when he misappropriated funds

and gave then to his mother-in-law or something, I thoroughly agree that

those are areas that should stand the test of investigation and when he

misrepresents (inaudible) but when he's misrepresenting faith and

concepts of that sort, we're dealing in a whole other area.

F1212: I agree with you. I thought I created that dichotomy.

__n»n_q_13= No (or 1 know) but they're creeping in. 1 think the idealthat
you're saying that they make promises they couldn't keep in terms of that

1x.-nychiatric person.  I

Flg: Premises of confidentiality. It's a concrete promise. It's

got nothing to do with whether you're going to go to heaven.

Male Audience D: (inaudible) - - =

L135: It apparently had to do with taking the legal structure and

trying to use the legal structure to interpret ultimate questions of

faith and religiosity and the fact that those ultimate questions cannot

be confronted in the legal arena. Is that a fair statement?

gale: That reduces the legalese.

I-Egg: I agree with you.

_§ela_l_e_: Well, taking into consideration that we all may be targets

of tlnis blackmail, due to the fact that many of us have been processed in

the Church of Scientology, how do we get our folders back?

FAQ: Um hum. How do you get your folders? Well, put it this way,

I'm four years downstream and I'm still working on it. Ah, in every case

where we've litigated the right for you to have your folders, we've wan.

The ultimate issue as to who owns the folders, in other words we've been

able to get folders pending the litigation, the ultimate issue as to who

owns the folders has not yet been resolved because none of those cases

are over with yet. They're all pending. So the answer is the only way

_______.__3.al.-e - ' I” 5 J
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to get your folders is to bring a lawsuit and denend thm and the same
I

way for the most part - right - in light of what I know rignt now, to

address your question of money, the Church is inundated with refund and

AP claims right now - advanced payment claims - and as some of you

probably heard the Miami Org has foreclosed upon last week. (applause)
-<Now what's going to happen in connection with that foreclosure, I don't

know. I spoke to the lawyer on the phone, he represents, the lawyer

represents, his name's Clark; he live in Miami. If anyone wants to

contact him, and he represented the mortgagee, the people holding the

nnortgage, annd they didn't pay their mortgage, so they foreclosed on this

office building in Miami. Now whether it's going to be redeemed, in most
‘P

states the mortgager has an opportunity to come in and redem, but it's

very, very unusual, as those of you who own homes would know, to allow a

foreclosure to go to the point of it actually being in the newspapers and

at public auction. '

Male voice: Uh, is it true that the Church is going to go into

receivership? _

FIE: Rumors abound. The quality of, ah, the size, quantity, of

demands being made by people who paid huge amounts of money to this

organization, is escalating dramatically. A lot of then are calling me,

that's how I know. A lot of then are calling governmental agencies.

That level of financial denrand in light of dwindling revenues, but more

inportant, nnaybe in light of, and I say maybe because I don't have the

data, I don't know for sure, maybe in light of the fact that Sea Org

reserves are unavailable to Miscavige, the Sea Org reserves may only be

controlled by Hubbard, we're not sure, we simply don't know. Bill Franks
0

says that he controlled three bank accounts in Liberia, Lichtenstein and

Luxembourg with 150 million in Sea Org reserves. Whether the Sea Org

_35_ i i w _
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1 reserves can be used to satisfy these clains and whether tmy're being

2 used to pay this army of lawyers right now, we don't know. We kind of

3 think that they're not, which means that they won't be used to pay

4 refunds and they won't be used to pay, repay Advanced Pamts which

5 ~ nneans that the Church would have to get it out of operating revenues. It

6 I can't do it, with just the denands I know about and the size, they

7 , couldn't possibly get then out of operating revenues. And 1-hen, one
L

3 I definition of insolvency is the inability to meet your expmes as they

9 U accrue. If someone has, if some unknown mysterious person has control of

10 ' the Sea Org reserves, and they're never going to be used to satisfy the

11 literally millions of dollars that I - are coming through my office right

12 now in way of demands, then I don't know what's going to happen. But

13 I we're getting all kinds of information in about the fact that they're

14 ccntenplating receivership.

15 Male: I just wanted to ask with regard to the question of the

16$ proprietor or validity of LRH signatures on assignments and so forth,
1

17‘ it's been a nratter of record since 17 October that the RTC owns his

18* signature and name as a copyright or as a trademark application. Has that
1

19k point been addressed in court, do you know?

[Q10l\3'-'

20¢ FIE: Yeah, that legal poi.nt wouldn't have to do with filing a

legal declaration under oath. If they have the right to sign his name as

part of a - ah, like a xerox copy of insignia or representation of his

23; signature on a document, that's what that trademark right to use his name

24 refers to. It doesn't, it has nothing to do with the legal requirement

25 that a person signing a legal document such as an affidavit under the

26 pain and penalties of perjury as he purportedly did, has to personally

27 sign it and read it.

28 Female; so a judge has determined that notwithstanding that group  
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holds his assignment to use the name that they did not use the name to '

use his name to given then the assignment. ~

HQ: Yeah. It's apples and oranges. One's ‘got to do with

the other.

Audience E: OK.

fig: They're totally different. The idea of his signature being

on that legal declaration has got nothing to do with the trademark right

of RTC to put his signnature on sonne type of a publicized document.

' I'd like to ask about his graduation, about the originAudience F: 3

of his nnedical history, not medical, but I mean military history. Have

these been documented and proved by the agencies that they know for a

fact of x date on x year that he did not graduate as per the PR data?

LIE: Yes. The documents that, we not only have docnmnents fran the

original agencies, we've also got his, as Gerry knows, we've got his own,

(waves paper quickly) here's his transcript from George Washington

University. We've got his own documents, the documents that were

collected and held by hi.m for years in his own handwriting, his own naval

records, we're talking original naval records that belong to him, those

are amcng the things in the Armstrong archives. The level of

documentation that exists to prove L. Ron Hubbard's background, I can

only tell you as a trial lawyer who reviews evidence all the time to

determine its authenticity, reliability, accuracy, etc., is

overwhelming. I mean it's simply overwhelming. I mean I've got all his

fitness reports, qualifications as an officer of, log, uh, log books on

some of the ships he was on, it's overwhelming, that's all I can tell

You. If you want to come to uy office or, to start looking through it,

you're welcome. 6

Audience G: I'd like to know uh regardless of everything that has

"'37"'L_- *' — 7 7
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come down the river on the subject of Scientology, I'd like to know

supposinng we all decided to-form a democratic corporatian md call

ourselves the Church of Scientology, could we then ask for an accounting

of every dime and dollar that has been spent by the RTC?

F115: Absolutely. p

' - what do we have to do to make that happen? (applause)Audience G.

LIE: All you have to do is get a group together and hire a local

lawyer here in Los Angeles and (laughter). No mean task, right?

(laughter) 7

' : What would be necessary to form the corporation?Audience G

Flyl: Technically, to bring a suit for the accounting you only need

one, but the nnore people you have, and the more who were in executive

positions, the better off you would have, be fran an evidentiary point of

<2iew. But absolutely, there are loads of cases where church groups have

been involved in litigation where one faction of the church has

8 accounting from another faction of the church.

Audience H: Anybody here who wanted to do that I've got a pad right

here your name, address, phone nunnrner and tell your friends. You got

that? (Yeah) Thank you. (some laughter and applause)

Audience I: In 1978 I was forced to, by an ethics officer in CC Los

Angeles to write up every overt that I had given up in a confidential

auditing session and put it in an affidavit form to be used against me to

destroy nry family's business in Texas.

HE: That's per policy.

Audience I: Per policy, right.

I-‘lg: That's Bl policy.

Audien - It was put in a'Bl file and I was told if I ever decidedCe I.  

to leave the Church or mention what had happened it would be used and

&_
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again after I got declared for (inaudible) is there anything I can do

about, you know other than making another affidavit, to say that, you

know the things that I didn't do? Izmean this guy said well that ain't

enough you have to do... (inaudible).

Flynn: I've heard this for four years, fronn500 people.

d‘ ' So what do you do?Au ience I.

Fgygg: You do what I'm doing. You sue them to get_your files back.

You go to the Attorney General here in Florida, you go to a governmental

agency and you comlain. You hire a lawyer.
U

Audience I: It's very difficult.

Flg: You fight back. That's what you do, you group together with

other people, and you fight back. Can you get them? .Absolutely, you can

get them.

Audience K: Last Christmas...there was the taped message that was

supposedly Ron's voice - was a voice print analysis ever made on that

tape?’ was this Ron's voice?

Flynn: They did, we didn't. The reason we didn't bother is because

we didn't think that the evidentiary_posture of the case (inaudible). It

would have cost us X number of dollars to do it, they've got millions to

do it and we don't. so we didn't do it because and it turns out it was

irrelevant. It didn't make any difference whether it was his or it was

not his. So we didn't pursue it for that reason. So I don't know

whether it was his or was not his. I've had people who, you know,

supposedly worked with him for years that say, no way, and I've heard

other people say, yes, they think it sounds like.hhm, or at least parts

of it sound like him. .

Audience L: what was that?

HQ: It was a tape recording, a New Year's message from Ron.

i 7 ______ _e, _ 45-Qeniee —1—7**" I
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which by the way sounded great, I mean you know the new revitalization

and discovery, you know that's what we're all searching for. problm is

living it.

Audience M: (inaudible) I've heard talk of the corporate structure

world wide within the Church which started with a company called the

Hubbard Association of Scientologists International which was supposed to

have been disbanded in favor of the Hubbard (inaudible) in East

Grinstead, Sussex. Nor has anyone attempted to develop a corporate

structure to show us how corporate structure associated within each other

and where they got the funds from, who provided the funds, and who says

they can have those funds to start with?

 F13: If your question is, has an investigation been done to unlock

the interlocking corporate structures, yes, to some degree. And in terms

of the modern day corporate structure, to a great degree and it's been

pretty much documented. In terms of the origins of the dnurch, and where

the money cane from, it came from people, as Gerry knows, from the

documents that he's got and fron talking to people who were there at the

time like Bob Thonas, and a lot of other people who, I've met someone,

Evan Parker, I believe his name was, today, who started in 1950 or

something, Evan Farber, rraybe it was. People like that would know as is

documented in the Armstrong documents that it was very sinple. People

read Dianetics The Modern Science of Mental Health where claims were made 
for the cure of diseases as you know, and people, desperate people

wanting to be cured, began to pay money to Hubbard to do it.

Audience M: But they put money down and handled it.

Fig: Now, in terms of the original corporate papers, most of then

are in the Armstrong documents sitting right there, the originals, and

they trace the origins of the organization in thecorrespondence from

Q
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Hubbard to people like Mrs. O'Brien, etc. They trace the origins of the

Church. They document the resignations of officers and directors, all in

advance as demanded by Hubbard, and they document to sonne degree the

constant flow of funds in cantrol by Hubbard.

Audience M: There has been a rumor that although David Mayo has

been expelled fron the Church, ‘he has not had his resignation although we

understand his resignnation was signed in advance from the RIC. We

understand his resignation has not been revoked. Is there any particular

reason why that has not yet happened?

LIE: I don't know. I've heard about David, David Mayo, but I

don't know the answer to your question. I should give someone else...go

ahead. 9

Audience N: What is the success rate on court cases, because the

G.O. has been saying recently they're winning like crazy. (inaudible)

Flynn: I read the October l7th, ah, OK the question is, what's

happening in the courts and is the G.O. telling the truth, are they

winning like crazy and are we losing, etc. U11, the Church has brought 10

suits against me to date annd my colleagues, and 7 have been dismissed. I

have brought about 21 suits on behalfof about 30 people, excluding the

missing person case which is an altogether different case, and none of

then have been dismissed. Every major motion we have won. Major motions

or motions to disnniss, motions for sunmnary judgnnent. Now, in the
1Van Schaick suit, which was orignally brought on l of l4 counts as a

class action, on l count, called a RICO count, for a lot of legally

technical reasons, the RICO stands for Racketeering Influence Corrupt

Organizations Act, it's a federal statute. we wanted to test the waters

with that statute, and for a very technical legal reason, that one count

_ _ ,_ -4.1-_, 3
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was knnocked out. But that...when a person brings a lawsuit that's very

comnon. You might bring a lawsuit with 10 counts in it, by the time you

get to trial, you take the Hare Krishna suit that was recently tried. I

think the jury came in on 2 counts, false imprisonment and outrageous

conduct, I think they were. when that suit started, there might have

been 20 counts. And a normal procedure in the law is that you bring a

mse with a lot of different counts and they gradually get knocked out as

the case goes on. In the Van Schaick suit, that RICO count got knocked
9out, but it got knocked out because the judge ruled that definition

of the term "enterprise' and "person" within the statute may or may not

be, have been satisfied, in differentiating between, betwem  

differentiating whether Hubbard was the ‘person’ or the ‘enterprise’ or

the Church corporation, the Church of Scientology California, Inc. was

the ‘enterprise’ or the "person". It was a highly technical reason, and

we could have replead, but the fact of the matter is, no suit has been

dismissed. We have won all the major motions. I-mere they have wins,

where they have succeeded, is they succeeded in delay. Their major

victory, if you want to give then that, is they've succeeded in delaying,

obfuscating and obstructing our getting. to a trial. They've just got

armies of lawyers filing mounntains of pleadings to prevent the cases from

being tried. But in no case have any of our suits been knocked out, and

7 of the 10 to date have been knocked out and 2 others against nne are

just about to be knocked out, it's just a question of time. Go ahead,

you're next.

Audience O: What is the current status of the (inaudible) suit

thought that that was (inaudible) get away with (inaudible) way

(inaudible).
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FIE: Absolutely, eventually. (Audience: What was the question?)

The question is, what is the status of the Dewolf proceeding in the

Riverside probate court. And secondly, can L. Ron Hubbard's attendance

be canpelled in a trial, or in any legal proceeding. He, Hubbard, was

able to sidestep the Dewolf proceedings by filing a legal declaration. A

lot of the evidence that we had I can't go into because it's under seal.

The evidence is unbelievable in ternnns of financial manipulations, and

whole series of transactions that had been co|nducted,. and things that

have been done, uh, lies, under oath, caught in her, in other words Mary

Sue Hubbard caught in a lie. The problen is, the case was very narrowly,

was very narrow in a legal perspective, was is L. Ron Hubbard a missing

personn. Well, he filed a legal declaration and in the legal declaration

he said that his affairs were being handled by Author Services, Inc. and

I'm not missing, I'm just in seclusion. Well, he calls it seclusion,

there's a lot of people looking for Mr. Hubbard (laughter) and the‘-fact

of the matter one federal judge in Florida in the Tonja Burden case,

Judge Krentzman, has ruled. that L. Ron Hubbard is concealing himself,

ruled, a written order of court which I have with me, that he is

concealing himself to avoid process.

Well, he sidestepped the missing person issue by filing the

declaration which the judge chose to accept. It's a close call as to

whether he should have, and I'm not going to second guess the judge, but

he did it. tmn, however, it is only, it is now proved, we're going to

accept that ruling. L. Ron Hubbard is not missing. His affairs are

being conducted by Author Services, Inc. They're his authorized business

agents; they're the people if you want to serve process on, you serve

them. So now we're going to proceed in our lawsuits and with Some new

Ian e I
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lawsuits by pursuing Mr. Hubbard through Author Services, Inc.

I should get some other people (referring to taking more questions).

Audience P: Is it (inaudible) L. Ron Hutbard hiding or dead? What

is the Church or the RTC (inaudible)

Flag: The Church message is, the Church PR line is that he's in

seclusion because he's done, he's been a great benefactor to society and

he's worked all his life and helped society and at his age he deserves

some seclusion and he's in total control of everything. He's in full

health, which is total fabrication. In fact, the PR line that L. Ron
O

Hubbard is in good health is totally fabricated. There are documents in

the Arrrstrong documents, as Gerry knows, where he's written letters as

recently as '78 saying things like this is not desirable public

knowledge, my health is failing, I suffer from enbolisms, chronic viral

pneunnonia, things like that. It's a total fabrication that he's in good

health. If he's alive, he's in very, very bad health.

Audience Q: (inaudible) "

FEE: There was no witness. Signatures are unwitnessed. And we

have tried to find out you know, who witnessed thenn, and we, the people

who would have had access to him, Ann Broeker, Pat Broeker, and David

Miscavige, we can't find. We can't get to them, we can't serve then with

process to get them into deposition to depose them to say have you seen

him? Tell us the truth, what's his health? So, his overall status is a

mystery but the Church's PR line is that he is in seclusion of his own

will. Well, we've got a federal court order saying that he's hiding, and

as you know, L. Ron Hubbard wrote an article called ‘The Criminal Mind.‘

In terns of how criminals hide and don't confront. Well, if there was

Y
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1 one point where confrontation would be mlled for, if there's one point

2 in the history of his organization, of his dealings with people, his own

3 wife going to prison, when he's been narried to her since l952, if there

4 was one poi.rnt where confrontation would be called for, with his own wife

5 going to prison maybe for his own nnnisdeeds, you'd think that he'd come

6 forward and at this poinnt in time, but he won't.

7 Audience R: (inaudible)

3 Flynn: Yeah, what, exactly what the Broekers and Miscavige are
' f

9 doing? kho knows? But there's been a lot of new information coming to

10 us, uh that suggests that the situation warrants serious scrutiny.

11 ' Are you giving legal advice or religious advice?Audience S:

12 HQ: Neither, I am expressing my philosophical views and giving
- 2Q

n

13 facts as I know then. The question was am I giving religious advice or

14 legal advice and the answer was neither. I am expressing facts and

15 giving my own personal philosophical views as I know thenn.

15 Audience T: Mr. Flynn, (yes, sir) I have one question. (Go ahead.)

171, I think it's pertinent to people here, now I've received a lot of
1

I

‘ 1

nono--1-1°""_99.33-99

*o

auditing over 15 years in Scientology and I have a lot of noney on

deposit at Flag and I am leaving the Church resigning (could you speak up

201 a little) I am resigning. Now, like a lot of people here, I'm concerned

rinnarily with getting several thousands of dollars, on deposit for

services to be received in the future, which I will not receive. Now is

23 there any way an injunction or a lien can be placed upon these monies on

24 deposit in Lichtenstein, Luxerbourg and Liberia so that, in the event it

25 looks like they're going to pull the cork and let her go down and take

26 all the nnoney with them, is there any way that could be prevented? Now A

27 maybe that's asking for legal advice.

28
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FIE: The answer is as follows: The, unrm, the question is, this

gentlenan has funds on account at Flag, and they amount to several

thousands of dollars and he wants to know what can be done in the way of

putting a lien on those funds so he can get than back, if they're :|'.n

Liberia, Lichtenstein or wherever, what can he do to ensure that if he

wants his money back he'll get it. You've got a problen.

Audience T: That's what I was afraid of.

Flng: The problem is that you're legally entitled to it back.

You're legally entitled to put a lien on the assets. The problem is

getting fron A to Z; the problem is getting through the army of lawyers

you'll have to get through to do it. Now, the City of Clearwater and the

Pinellas County State Attorneys's Office is currently investigating a .

whole wide range of things. (he of the focal points of their _

investigation is the payment of money on advance payment accounts, and

the refusal of the Church to refund those nnnies, one. Two, the refund

repayment procedures in the representations that were made, and some of

you may know, they go back years, there were times where the Church

represented you could get your money back any time, any place for any

reason. Other times they've represented different things, they have

90-day procedure, etc., etc. There's been a wide range of representation

Et refund policy. Pinellas County is investigating those. If you

Oontact Ray Enmons, E-M—M-O-N-S, of the Task Force in the Pinellas County

UJtate Attorney's Office, or just call the city, Clearwater Police

Department and ask for Ray Ezrmorns, you will be doing yourself a big

favor. That's all I can tell you at the present time. Without...you'll

26 be doing yourself a big favor and the likelihood of your getting a refund

27 will be greatly enhanced.

28
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1 Audience T: Thank you.  

2 F112: Go ahead. Y

3 Audience U: Many of us, many of us independent people are quite

4 cancerned about preserving the technology of Scientology and we have had

5 reports of editing, alteration, etc. We've also heard that said you

6 were misrepresented on your attitudes toward the technolog. What

7 exactly is your attitude towards the technology?

8 fig: OK, we could get into a long-winded philosophical discussion,

9 which I have got into with a lot of very high Or people, but succinctly,

10 and it's almost irrelevant, but I'll tell you anyway. The basic aspects

11 of the tech in terms of basic auditing, I'm in agreement with. Of the

12 'I'R's, a lot of the mock-ups and a lot of the other things, I think are

13 more ad waste of time, and in some ways, I think, even to some people,

14 marginally harmful, to other people I think irrelevant. Lfln, the OT

15 levels, this is where it gets philosophical (laughter). I've read the

16 Bhagavad Gita and I've read Patangeles Yoga Sutras, and I may be in

agreement personally, and you know try feelings change all the time, but II-I '\'l

18may be in agreenent with a lot of what, a lot of powers or abilities that

hi Q9 some people may perceive to be extra-human or something, and I may

rsonally subscribe to the fact that such powers exist. Theno
W2.
'8

21 .-transposition or amalgamation of those powers, such as is set forth in

22 “the Patangeles Yoga Sutras, into the dialectic, or language of the OI‘

23 levels, does a disservice to the Yoga sutras. In my opinion. NowI've

24 had a lot of people tell me about the extraordinary gains they've had

25 with Solo I~D'Is or whatever, or on the OT levels. mt, suffice it to say,

26 in my opinion, without getting into a long-winded discussion about it,

27 the transformation process that took place by language, I think did more

28 2
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1 of a disservice to those things, ah, assuming they're innate within, ah,

2 the theta universe, ahm, they did more of a disservice.

3 udien - Is there any legal action can take to guard againstA ce T.  
4 the alteration of the tech?
5 ilyg: Probably not. That's this gentleman's point. Those theories

6 invade the realm of the spirit. They're not of a legal dimension. This

7‘ gentleman here was, go ahead, sir.  

8: Audience U: We've heard all manners of stories about you.

9 ; I HQ: He's heard a lot of stories about HE.

*1‘ ' - I, and a number of people here, have probably not...before10) Audience.
||11; i and have only heard stories, etc., etc. Regardless of your viewpoint on

12 Scientology technology, and after listening to you tell us about your

13 spending all your own in financing your litigants here - do you have any

14 other intentions, perhaps like some political aspirations? (laughter)

15, 51$: Unqualifiedly, categorically, indescribably, no. I don't
5*l6~ like politics, I don't like politicians. I, uh...I'm an agnostic with a
i

17] Hindu bent. (laughter) I believe in the individual. I believe in

18j individual responsibility. 1 believe the politicians, they abdicate
19' their individual responsibility oftentimes as mlch as David Miscavige

20‘ abdicated his when he did what he did in the last ti!) years.
21 Audience V: mce the new corporation, new Church is formed amongst

22 us people here, can we demand that the current existing Church hand over

23 to us, ah, to appointed representatives such as Class 8, Class 9

24 auditors, can we demand that they give over to us all the confidential

25 data, tapes and inforrration regarding solo m'I's as well as all of the

25 other levels above OT 8 quote unquote.

27 HQ: The question is can you demand your, all the information be

2s A - 2
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given back, your money, get control and demand control of tine Church,

\-denand rectification of the entire situation. The answer is, you can

demand anything, but you're not dealing with rational, reawed people

who are trying to solve problens. You're dealing with, to qnote who is

either Starkey or Miscavige, I'm not sure which, you're dealing with a

group of tough, ruthless dedicated Sea Org members. Well, that

terminolog, ruthless, that degree of intellectual arrogance (laughter)

should not be in anyone's mind and it should not be within enyone's

vocabulary. so, when you're dealing with that type of a mindset, what

you're going to get for a response is a battery of lawyers trying to

prevent you from getting justice, prevent you from getting your files.

Your hope and your goal should be to unify together, create a war chest,

hire a local counsel, explore your legal renedies in terns of having the

Church account to your group for monies spent, folders used, and those

types of itens. That's what should be done. You can denand anything.

The question is, see you're dealing with, whether you know it or not,

you're dealing with people who believe that they're at war, and they

believe that they're at war ruthlessly. Well, in a way, everyone's at

war to constantly live the truth. And when everyone, every human being

who's lived life knows that you live your life, you make mistakes, you

try to self-correct, you try to confront the things you did wrong. You

don't create a monolithic group that arbitrarily self-wills itself to be

categorically, unalterably always right, to oppress the rights of those

who are seeking and struggling; you don't do that. That's the

ruthlessness, that's the wrongness, that's the intellectual arrogance

that's got to be dissipated. And that's what you're fighting against as

I've been trying to tell you.
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1 Audience V: I believe I may have misunderstood. Ruthless, I don't

2 care about and irrational, I don't care about. I want to know can we

3  demand the confidential data that we feel is entitled to us.

4 Flygz You get legal representation and fight back; and you fight

¢°°°E_'°"l.‘

Audience W: What do the Armstrong documents say about Hubbard's

motivation (inaudible) (for starting the Church).

Flg : The quwtion is - and Gerry should have a_smile on his face -

the question is, what are the Armstrong documents say about Hubbard's, or
\10‘ reveal about Hubbard's, original motivation for starting the Church, his

ll-in
_1tn-oi

lln motivations for writing DIANETIKB, his notivation for creating the tech,

12v etc., and things like that. The answer is you're talking about a

13 developmental thing. You're talking about a process in L. Ron Hubbard's

14 mind that goes from a certain point in time to another point in

I5 successive steps. So you start with where his mind was when he started,

16“, when he supposedly developed it all. And I would spend the next half
L

17% hour if I tried to describe in detail what the documents say, but what
I, . _13,’ ey reveal is, and you know, a lot of you can have conversations with

19,
th

j Gerry and this would have been in Onnar Garrison's book, I would imagine.

207% They reveal a really sick, sick person at the end of World War II, I mean
4

RD n-s mentally, physically and emotionally sick. I mean, so sick that, he was a

22* desperate human being, and he did desperate things. Now I'm not

23 castigating him for doing, desperate human beings do desperate things and

24 people that are you know, WW II caused a lot of trauma, he was never

25 in coubat, he was in the United States the whole time except for about 620

25 days. But he had a lot of psychological problens and, maybe his poor war

27 career, his poor war record, given the fact that his father was an naval
28 - ~
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officer, exacerbated those problems to the point where he md the

breakdown that he did at the Bid Of KW II. But when he had that

breakdown, he went looking and he looked into satanism, black magic,

Crowleyism, and he looked into hypnosis, he looked into - um, his diary,

for example, what Gerry calls his affirmations but I think we call his

Q1iary, it's about yea thick with his writings from '46-'47 period where

D‘e talks about all his problems, are some of the things are of a shocking

character, he talks about his hatred for women and how wcnnen are the
Psource of evil you know, in the universe, and he talks about his

masturbaticn problems, and he talks about, ah, the fact that he got

gonorrhea from this girl, and how he hates women, and how he took too

much sulfur dioxin, sane sulfa drugs for the gonorrhea, andtit diseased

his brain. what it does is it paints a picture of his mind aha as it was
at the time and as it developed through the late forties when he was

writing Di -» when he began to write DIAMEIICB, it describes his

relationships with people, it shows how he totally bilked them, used

then. Lm a little story. That is, you know Bent has heard me tell it -

it will take a little bit of time but to nne it's, it's descriptive. Um,

he married Sara Northrup in July 1946 in Chestertown, Maryland, I believe

it was, and at that time he was still married to Margaret Louise Grubb

Hubbard, his first wife, by whom he had two children, including Ron

bewolf, L. Ron Hubbard, Jr., and ah, he didn't divorce Margaret until

1947. In l9- and they went through a rocky relationship, according to

her he tried to kill her, strangle her, torture her with cigarette burns

- crazy, crazy things. But he had a daughter, Alexis Valerie, and he

took off to Cuba with Alexis Valerie, and then there was a divorce
4proceeding, and the motherwas desperate, and she was fearful he was

,"f;_L3:~~~_~:_— sees e - — ~* r ‘I I“ J 5 A
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going to kill Alexis, and the writings show he was i.n a very, very

disturbed state of mind, to be kind to him. And he eventually got a

divorce frcm her, and Sara left and narried another guy whose name I

won't get into, and she tried to put the whole thing behind her. In

1973, I think it was, Alexis was then 23 years old, I guess it was. And

she thought, she'd try to find her father. And I believe among the

Armstrong documents are letters that Hubbard wrote about Alexis, and

things that he said that if the wife ever tried to take Alexis, ah...he'd

do this, that and the other thing. You know, all kinds of documents

documenting the fact that he was the father and he was married to Sara

and Alexis was his kid. so cone 1973, I guess it was, Alexis sets out on

a journey to find her father. And her letters to the Guardian's Office

BIe among these documents. And then you see, you see her letters writing

in and the Guardian's Office trying to push her aside and then she writes

again. Then you see two reports: one from Jane Kentner to Ron, and

Bother one from Mary Sue Hubbard to Ron. And Jane Ke1ber's report said

this is a very volatile, very dangerous situation because of everything

that took place in the 40s. It showed that they knew. Jane Kember knew

L. Ron Hubbard's mind, knew his problems, knew the government problems,

knew the paternal and domestic problems, knew that the biography that had

been built up around Hubbard was all false, all nonsense. So she writes

to Hubbard, this is a very dangerous situation. You've got to deny that

you know this girl, deny that you know anything about her, you ever knew

her. Deny, deny, deny. Then you get Mary Sue Hubbard's report. And

Mary Sue says, ‘No, I disagree with Jane. This is too volatile. It's

too susceptible to being proved that you were married to Sara. Deny that

she's your child, and take the PR line that in 1950, '49, unmn, Jack

_ 1 e
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1 Parson's the guy I was trying to think of - Jack Parsons was shacked up

2 with Sara, was Sara's boyfriend, and it was Jack_'s kid. And when Jack

3 deserted Sara, you, out of your hunan benevolence, took Sara and the

4 child under your wing, and if the c:hild feels any affinity or connection

5 A to you, it's because of that fact.‘ That was Mary Sue Hubbard's report.

6 I Then you've got L. Ron Hubbard's handwritten report adopting Mary Sue's

7 suggestion. And he says at the beginning, and I've forgotten the

8 T terminology but it's, use a, whatever type of typewriter it is, Gerry
' U

9 would know. Scme type of GO terminology typewriter which they use once

10 T and then destroy. ‘Type this out, take it to this girl, read it to her,
H11“ and destroy it.‘ And this is in L. Ron Hubbard's own handwriting. Mnich

I2’ is what they did. But Alexis Valerie has flaming red hair, (laughter)

13.‘ and to ITE that symbolizes - there are a lot of other stories of that type
fl

2 in these documents. Loads of things like that. For instance, going to

|-LI-Al-A=e F"we
the VA and getting, trying to get Veterans benefits. He said, he said,

that he's going to enter into an hypnotic trance - he's writing. Enter

17:! into an hypnotic trance and convince myself that I'm sick and diseased

18 1-
1 andin need of this disability and convince those fools at the Veterans

19, Administration that I should be entitled to 100% disability and then 30
P

20,] minutes after walking out I will be in full conmand of all my powers, and

1 21$ all my capabilities aha 1'11 have the disability aha 1'11 laugh at them.
1"

222 It's that type of mentality. It's that type of distortion tht these
I23 documents reflect unendingly in these writings. It's that from which the

24 origins of the Church grew. And it's_ that which created the dichotomy

25 between the drive for rroney and power and maybe his spiritual yearnings

26 to try to straighten himself out. Those two dichotomous things, me

27 man's fight for spiritual survival and his fight to learn the truth about
28
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1 himself, while at the sane time beingdriven by this power to grab and

2 hold and own. He has created this major dichotcny in his life and this

3 major dichotomy in his organization. And the documents reveal that.

4 Audience l: D0 you have any data on what happened or what's going on

5 ,‘ with Diana?

HE: I, well, I have loads of stories.

--.‘lOD I ‘ - Oh? (or No?)
1!

Audience.

3 HQ: No, nothing concrete. All kinds of stories,‘ though.

9. 7 I1 Female: what about Valerie - what happened?

10.7 Flying: OK. I found Valerie. when I got this documentation, I
IF . 11 thought to rryself, this person deserves to know what was done to her.

12‘ f And then, she - there was a lot of other things they did to her to try to

13 prevent her from pursuing it - so I traced her down - we traced her to

14‘ Hawaii. And then to a place where I can't tell you now, because she's

15" now married and she's fearful of the organizatiorn. Her husband's fearful

162 of the organization, and she's just trying'to put it behind her. Ah, she
I-

 17'f knows now everything that occurred. She found out the answers she was 7
1181% looking for, and she lives in a state of, I'd say, perpetual fear that at

19; some point they're going to come after her. And I tried to tell her that

20 the best thing that she could do is what every Scientologist should do,
144

in17%‘lining

21‘ onfrcnt this organization. You emancipate yourself when you confront it

22i and don't be afraid of them and that's just what I've tried to get her to

23 do, but unsuccessfully to date.

24’ Female: when he was doing his processing on the upper levels, etc.,

25 and are there a differentiation betwen his processing notes am his note

26 notes? I mean, I sometimes (inaudible) processing. I don't know.

27 Audience 4: Repeat that.

28   Flyln: I, the question is, can, in the documents in the Armstrong
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archives, can you differentiate between Hubbard's creation of the tech

and his personal problems or the assessment of his own personal problens

and his own personal life. And the answer is, that in very few '

documents, do you actually find him, that I've seen, Gerry nay have seen

more, you actually see him preparing the tech. If you believe Ron -

Dewolf - says, said that 90% of it was written off the top of his head,

and I would say that some of the documents prove that. And Ron also says

that he wrote some, for instance, ah, All About Radiation by a nuclear

physicist and a medical doctor. Dewolf claims he was tripping on cocaine

when he did that. Ah, in reading it, I wouldn't doubt that. I find a

lot of things i.n there to be farfetched and I believe to be

answemisrepresentations. Ah, but the r to your question specifically is,

I would say that I am not fully enough versed with all of the documents

to make that differentiation. But the documents that I have seen would

seem to support DeWolf's contention that nost of the stuff he just._writes

off the top of his head and whatever comes to mind. Later stuff he did a

little more research, I'd say.

Audience 4: Excuse me, you want to take some questions from this

side of the roann over here?

Flg: OK. One more over here and we'll go over there.

Audience 5: (linaudiblel heavy accent, fenale )
LIQ: Yeah, yeah, that could be very...

Audience 5: (inaudible)

 Ll;g: It's a good point.

' - what did she say?Audience.

Flynn: She basically said the fact that he may have written it off

the top of his head is really irrelevant if it works. And, and I suppose

some of the most creative things that have ever been done in life are

f l
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probably done that way. Ah, so that's a very valid point, nunber one.

Number two, I would say that, you know, the whole idea of the spiritual

master and following another spiritual master, you know the lesson is, of

following the spiritual master, assuming that L. Ron Hubbard's attempting

to be a spiritual master, he's laid out his path and the mms he's taken

to reach what he perceives to be spiritual freed-an, if you agree that

he's reached it, which I happen to disagree with. See the bottom line

would tend to be that every person is to find their own path. You can

try to use the signposts and guidelines of people, other spiritual

masters may lay down, but ultimately you have to find your own, and maybe

that's the bottom line of this whole, this whole thing of the Church of

Scientology is, maybe the ultimate finding of your own is confronting the

Church, emancipating yourself from it, maybe that'll be the greatest gain

you ever had. (laughter)

Audience 6: (inaudible) ...like a miracle.

Female voice: I wanted to know...the question about all the

alterations, TRs, developments made on the tech (unclear) I 58$ on staff,

as a matter of fact I was in the Sea Org for about nine months, OK I

wanted to know is there any way to get ahold of the original, the

original writings of L. Ron Hubbard when he first wrote it dowrn in the

form of the HCOBs, and HCDPLs beforeall of the revisions by God knows

who.

Q1/ni: A lot of then are in the Armstrong documents. How many, I

don't know, and how mch would ever get released I really don't know. So

then I guess the answer to your question is, there are dOCLm'ents: in there

that are original, handwritten notes involving policy letters and things

like that that I've read. Like this one, document, Fair Game Doctrine,

where a lawyer write to him saying, cancel it, because it's, you know

j _ I-:55!-e at s I 7 7 7



7 1 it's just ridiculous. I mean, the bad Fair Game Doctrine, lie, cheat,

2 sue, destroy, etc. And he writes back to the lawyer and says, no. He

3 says I'm modifying it. That's the word he used, modifying it. But I'm '

4 not going to cancel it. Things like that are in these docnments.

5 Audience 8: So basically our getting ahold of it, the original

6 document...

7 FIE: You'd have to go through about 40 lawyers.

8 A Audience 8: Right.

9! FIE: Yes, sir. _

10' Audience 9: You talking to me?

11 F112: Yeah, go ahead. 2
I

12? Audience 9: OK. Ahm, I hope I can get what I want to say across. I
_ I 7 :

13 can understand why you're a lawyer first of all. A little bit earlier

14 you said that it wasn't your purpose to vilify the man and yet you have
I

15 I stood there and taken this collectian of documents called the Armstrong
I

16 1 documents and you've thrown one insult after another at this man. Now

listening to you I can understand that you don't have any particulari KI

18+" reason to think that the Scientology technology has anything in it. It

i (D is superior to any of the Eastern drearrs. Now, I...

20,, HE: I'm not sure I agree with that.

Audience 9: OK, I don't think that you personally feel that the

_I4ll _  _j*1ii

21,
22 : Scientology technology has anything in it that is nore valuable than the

23 Eastern techniques that you have studied. All right, that is just my

24" personal impression from listening to you. Now I want you to understand

25 that I am a person who thinks otherwise. I think that there is something

26. there that is the realizations of those dreams. I don't expect you to

27 believe that on any kind of evidence but I want you to know there is a

23 person out here who believes that. And I further feel that that did not
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1 emanate from a RBI] who .was as base as you were representing him to be.

2 Now I'm sure you could easily sit there and say, well, an we other hand

3 he did these good things, etc., but I don't believe that that tech comes

4 fran sdnebody whose sole motivation was as base as you're anggesting.

5 Now I, what I will say is that you said that during the tine Scientology

6 was developed, you suggested, if I understood you correctly, that

7 simultaneously, the whole time that this Iran held another covert

8 viewpoint that was conpletely against the represented viewpoint of the

9 Church. All right? So I'm going to say to you, either you back that up

10 1 100% or you back down. OK. That's all I've got to say.
|  

11 ; Flg: It's a good point. (applause) It's a good point.

12 1 Flgnj: First of all, when you talk about facts, data, vilification,

13 ! your personal animosities are irrelevant. We're talking facts. I try to

14 present facts - whether he went to Princeton, whether he went to George

15 Washington University. Your issue about a covert, independent viewpoint

16 is the heart of what you raised. when I saw the Arnstrong documents, as

17 did Gerry Arnstrong, I will stand there and say the realization of what I

18 was dealing with hit home 100%. And I will tell you that I will stand

19 behind that representation 100%. That‘ when 1.. Ron Hubbard wrote some
20 things, he had a dichotomous view in his mind. V It is in the documents.

21 It is apparent to whoever reads them. Now, under no circumstances will I

22 depart frcm that view, and if I could get the documents released, as Onar

23 Garrison found out, and as Gerry Armstrong found out, those documents

24 clearly review, reveal _t_l1a_t_:_ critical, subtle fact, that is the heart of

25 this question you raised to me. And it is true. There is a fichotomous

26 viewpoint, just as he told the Veteran's Adninistration he was going to

27 try to get disability when at the same time he didn't think deserved1 be

28 one. That's in the mind of Hubbard. It's in the methodology of his

1:58!» e — — c 7 7
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organization. I stand behind that.

with regards to the spiritual quest of L. Ron Hubbard,as any other

man, in the potential magnitude of his discoveries, for himself or for

others, in his ability to relate that spiritual journey, and to find

things that worked that helped him, every human being lives their life

that way.

L, Ron Hubbard's technique was that he wrote it down for people to

read about. Every one in this room has lived that. L. Ron Hubbard is no
Pgreater than you. His quest for truth, and his finding and realization

of it, is no greater than yours, nor is his ability to do it greater than

yours. O.-It essential abilities to do that are all equal.

In terms of L. Ron Hubbard's having done that, and do I believe that

what he's done is equal to, or greater than, perhaps, other spiritual

masters? It is true that I believe that, given the Armstrong documents,

and given the dichotomy that I expressed to you people, his intentions

are very suspect to me. Therefore, his sincerity in expressing his

spiritual quest is very suspect to nne. Mnether the confrontational

techniques still work, of course they work. But L. Ron Hubbard's

relative greatness in terms of producing, himself, a spiritual technology

greater than you are capable of producing, I take serious issue with. I

don't think that he's any different than any one of us, only maybe he had

more problens, as reflected in these documents.

' ' Can't documents be changed?Audlence 10.

24 Fla: True.

Audience 10:: (inaudible)

FIE: Who would do that?

Audience 10: (inaudible) what I'm saying is that I recognize that

28 the organization structure (inaudible)
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HE: You're trying to fathom a dichotomy that I've bell trying to

fathom for four years.

Audience l0: (inaudible) ...mad1ness.

QE: Yes, I agree.

Audience l0: (inaudible)

£1212: If, if I can respond...

Audience l0: (inaudible)

F1313: Sir, you're - what you're really raising, _as this gentleman

did, you're raising a philosophical debate. I tried to give you a legal

'8rspective frann nne as a lawyer. The discussion is gradually moving

toward a philosophical debate which has really got nothing to do with

what I'm litigating about, as I told you from A - Z. Now, in terms of,

in terms of...I have no personal animosity to L. Ron Hubbard. Even if he

did order personally Operation Juggernaut to destroy ne, whidn is the

name of the operation. You know, from what I can see, he has his own

problems, I've got try own problems, and whether he created a technology

that is as enlightened as a lot of people perceive, is really a personal

decision. Maybe he did, maybe he didn't, but with regards to your

question about falsifying documents, I've seen thousands...I've seen 20-

30,000 GO documents and I've seen 5-10,000, or 5,000 or so Hubbard, ah

Armstrang archive documents. who would, who would do it? You think I

did it? You think I've got someone working for me who's falsifying these

documents? kho would even conjure up the idea or spread the PR lines

that the documents are being falsified? It just doesn't wash. It just

is not sinple truth.

Audience ll: (inaudible)

' 2 Llyflz The government? The FBI did it?

Audience ll: (inaudible)

.-6_O- _ _
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Audience ll : (inaudible)

Flyfl: Yeah, the whole SP theory, I don't want to get into that -
that's a big philosophical. I have an idea where the whole doctrine

comes from and, but if I passed it on to you, you probably wouldn't

believe me but, suffice it to say, that people - suppression - has been

inherent in hurran history. People suppress other people. Adolph Hitler

put people in ovens, and Genghis Khan did what he did, who knows what.

There's always been suppression, and there's always a struggle for

human evolution and to spread truth, to experience your own truth and to

disseminate it. The issue for you people is in, and you can confront

this at a very basic level inside yourself. In applying the tech, are

you disseminating truth by supporting this organization in doing what it

has done in creating the impact on the environment that it's created, in

trying to attack and destroy people like me who are trying to help_people

like you? Ahm, you know you can come to very basic grips inside

yourself, with whether the organization has been doing those things, and

whether you could go to Valerie Stansfield and get audited and go up the

Bridge or Don Hill or Alan Walters, or Bent Corydon, without getting that

heavy suppressive trip. To re there's a very simple philosophical truth

there.

Audience l2: I have an important statenent that I'd like to make.

In answer to that gentlenan sitting over there, I'd like to compliment

you on your attack on Mr. Flynn. I'd like to point out to all of you

that the technology is not on trial here. It is our job to locate the

technology in the HCOBs and to apply it and to gain what we can out of

it. And this i.s our truth. CK? And it just so hapens to come fron L.

Ron Hubbard.
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1 Flg: OK...

2 ' .... (the trial), you hear - is the organization of theAudience l2: . a

3 Church and Mr. Flynn is condlcting a Conm Ev. (laughter and applause)

4 HE: I .. .The right of this person to say what he said is absolute,

5 and I can handle it. It's no problmn. Those are his feelizm and I

5 respect those feelings. If he developed an inner realization from

7 Scientology that gave him the cdmnitment to be able to stand up and say

3 the things that he said, that's a reality that no one should forsake and

9 | you shouldn't forsake it. So, I agree with his right7to do that, and I

1

19 ‘I agree with his realization within himself to have the strength to stand
I

11 I up and do it if he perceives that he would have been standing alone in

12 ‘ doing it. . '

I-ll-I I-HOD

Audience 13: I think we're dealing with apples and oranges here.

One is organization (inaudible) and the other is the tech. Now I don't

15 I think that you quite realize the position of the audience here. we're

16 I allhere because we believe in the tech.

17 P I-‘lg: I know...I think I realize that.

13, 1 Audience 13: ...and ah, and you're presenting the point of view, a
I  

19', legal point of view which is justsomething outside of the tech, so
1

20,, just...the point...
121' HE: Just from, fran the point of view of the cases, \t;he tech is

22 irrelevant .

23 Audience l3: That's right. '

24 HQ: Frcm the point of view of my own philosophical angle, I began

25 to get into a philosophical discussion with you. which is, you know, that

26 would be like me asking Jack Chancellor here whether, you know, he thinks

27 it's appropriate to eat meat on Friday. I mean...  

28 Audience 13: But if sorrebody asked you why you did...
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Flygnn: So I gave 'en...and you know I'm frankly even reluctant to

even do it but I did just because...

Audience l3: (inaudible)  

HE: I'm, I'm - You know I'm the one who's been hit with the ten
law suits and the nine bar carplaints.

Audience l3: (inaudible) the tech came from the same person. That

gentlenan is two persons.

SFIEE: Right. _

Audience 13: (inaudible) ...admire you, and that everybody in

despite the fact the organization has (unclear)

HE: I think you've got a good point, too, and that's picking up

my ennotional tone. Yeah, it's true_I have a certain emotional tone, and

I have enotions, that emotional tone which is uuch different than it was

four years ago. (laughter) ...because of everything I've been through.

And, you know I can't cull that out of me and separate it. I used to be

a lot more objective four years ago (laughter), but now I'm, ...I have an

enotional level about the overall ethics of this organization, that

they're trying to destroy Ire and my right to talk about it that does

absolutely come across.

Audience l4: Yes, I think we should all renenber that the nmst

famous writers Hemingway, Hawthorne, Poe, you name it, their personal

life was a shanbles. And it was through their tortured personal life

that their strength was in writing. It was only by experiencing the

extrene dichotomies were they able to arrive at something that perhaps

was the key to the problen. I would (expect it from a saint). And as

far as I'm concerned, I think (inaudible) yeah, he takes his life to the

extreme. But I don't think his personal life ought to be the criteria.

F11: You raised a very, very good point. And what he's saying, is
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he's analogizing IRH to Heningway and Poe and maybe Faulkner and Shelley

and a number of other people I can think of, who lived very tortured

liva, and from that torture came a piece of art. That uncbubtedly lead

to Hubbard's expression that caused his writings. But you see, when

Shelley and Poe and Henningway and the others did what they did, they just

sold their books. (laughter) L. Ron Hubbard could have just sold his

book. And he could have been the biggest pervert in the universe or the

biggest saint, and had he just sold his books it would have been
. I

irrelevant, what his personal life was. But that's not what happened.

Audience 15: He just wrote a best seller. You know he could have

made a living doing that and a good one.

£121: But you see that's not what happened. what happened is he

wrote a book that guaranteed to people that they could be of their

diseases and then he wrote a whole succession of things. Depending on

your point of view, sone may be accurate, some may be inaccurate. But

the, here's the point... A .

Audience l5: Every religion tells me that, that if I do as they say

that I'm going to be healthy, wealthy and wise. (laughter)

L112: But just because every religion burned witches in the l500s

or tortured people at the stake, society is growing up, sir, society is

evolving. And we no longer, we no longer need Guardian's Office and Fair

Game Doctrines to attack people who disagree with your religion. We

don't need that any mre. And...

Audience 15: Yeah, but that's not (inaudible) on his personal habits

and the rest of that I think there's an unnecessary (inaudible). I

really do.

Flyrfl: The Bridge is very sinple. It ‘s money. People are paying

the auditor millions of dollars for courses that Bent Corydon or scneone
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else can offer at a very reasonable compensation, without causing the

aggrandizenent of these huge suns in the hands of a few pe@le to deal

with anyone who speaks out in the way that they have. That's really the

issue as I said from A - Z fran the time I walked in.

Audience 15: Do you think he is incolrpetent and that someone else

has taken over?

fig: I don't know.

Audience 15: Is that the reason for (inaudible) ,

LIE: It's a nystery. I don't know. It's a rrgystery. Most of

these, nnst of your questions, Eddie Walters is here and he's an auditor

and a lot of the philosophical stuff he could probably handle a lot more

than I did but I'll try to get to one or two more.

Audience 16: Me?

F132: Yeah, go ahead.

Audience 16: G<. U11, I appreciated the (inaudible).

Audience 17: I just want to ask you one question. since you've been

involved since '79 (inaudible)...

LIE: Sumner of '79.

Audience l7: Yeah. And I know you've done a lot of research, you

know a lot, but I just want to know why did you ever ... and try to

...(1aughter)

LIE: She wants to know, I've done all this investigation and I'm

proclaiming nyself to be the expert, she thinks I ‘m proclaiming myself to

be, so why didn't I get auditing? The reason is the organization would

use the informaticn against me. (laughter and applause)

valeriestansfield: Well, that was interesting.  


